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Abstract
Computational chemistry offers one the ability to develop a better understanding of the complex physical and
chemical interactions that are fundamental to macro- and mesoscopic processes that are seen in laboratory
experiments, industrial processes, and ordinary, everyday life. For many systems, the physics of interest
occur at the molecular or atomistic levels, and in these cases, computational modeling and two well refined
simulation techniques become invaluable: Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD). In this work,
two well established problems were tackled. First, models and potentials for various gas molecules were
produced and refined from first principles. These models, although based on work done previously by Belof
et al., are novel due to the inclusion of many-body van der Waals interactions, advanced r−12 repulsion
combining rules for treating unlike intra- and intermolecular interactions, and highly-efficient treatment of
induction interactions. Second, a multitude of models were developed and countless MD simulations were
performed in order to describe and understand the giant frictional anisotropy of d-AlCoNi, first observed by
Park et al. in 2005.
vi
Chapter 1
A Molecular H2 Potential with CDVDW
1.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains content previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics 136 (2012): 194302,
and has been reproduced within the guidelines provided by the American Institute of Physics. Corrections
to this chapter are included in Appendix A.
1.2 Abstract
A highly accurate aniostropic intermolecular potential for diatomic hydrogen has been developed that is
transferable for molecular modeling in heterogeneous systems. The potential surface is designed to be effi-
cacious in modeling mixed sorbates in Metal Organic Materials (MOMs) that include sorption interactions
with charged interfaces and open metal sites. The potential parameters are compatible for mixed simulations
but still maintain high accuracy while deriving dispersion parameters from a proven polarizability model.
The potential includes essential physical interactions including: short-range repulsions, dispersion, and per-
manent and induced electrostatics. Many-body polarization is introduced via a point-atomic polarizability
model that is also extended to account for many-body van der Waals interactions in a consistent fashion. Per-
manent electrostatics are incorporated using point partial charges on atomic sites. However, contrary to ex-
pectation, the best potentials are obtained by permitting the charges to take on values that do not reproduce
the first non-vanishing moment of the electrostatic potential surface, i.e. the quadrupole moment. Potential
parameters are fit to match ab initio energies for a representative range of dimer geometries. The resulting
potential is shown to be highly effective by comparing to electronic structure calculations for a thermal distri-
bution of trimer geometries, and by reproducing experimental bulk pressure-density isotherms. The surface
is shown to be superior to other similarly portable potential choices even in tests on homogeneous systems
without strong polarizing fields. The present streamlined approach to developing such potentials allows for
a simple adaptation to other molecules amenable to investigation by high-level electronic structure methods.
1
1.3 Introduction
As metal-organic materials (MOMs) become an increasingly important area of research, there is a growing
need for theorists to develop better models for simulating processes such as gas sorption and separation.
While MOMs offer tremendous flexibility in pre- and post-synthetic design, there is an obvious opportunity
for theoretical modeling to predict and identify salient interactions leading to more useful materials. Here,
a highly-accurate transferable hydrogen potential is developed that includes both many-body polarization
and van der Waals interactions via a point-atomic polarizability model. Although many extensively tested
potentials for hydrogen can be found in the literature, most are unsuitable for simulation in heterogeneous
media (including those with complicated analytic forms that essentially reproduce the ab initio and thus
true surface nearly exactly),24, 25, 84 lacking portability and the ability to systematically model many-body
interactions including polarization and van der Waals. Indeed, the present potential surface is designed to be
efficacious in modeling mixed sorbates in MOMs that include sorption interactions with charged interfaces
and open metal sites. The potential parameters are compatible for mixed simulations but still maintain
high accuracy while deriving dispersion parameters from a proven polarizability model. The isotropic Buch
potential, for instance, is both transferable and accurately reproduces the bulk thermodynamic properties
of hydrogen, but is unable to capture the anisotropic effects present in strongly-interacting environments
.5–7, 14 Darkrim and Levesque’s potential, while transferable and anisotropic, is overly attractive and neglects
many-body interactions.23 Meanwhile, other hydrogen potentials are extremely accurate and capture the
neccessary anisotropy, but are not transferable or able to handle many-body interactions without extensive
reparameterization.24, 25, 84
More recently, Belof et al. developed an anisotropic and polarizable five-site model for simulating molec-
ular hydrogen, with the form of each energy contribution designed to be transferrable: electrostatics using
Coulomb’s law, many-body polarization of Thole and Applequist, and Lennard-Jones repulsion and disper-
sion with Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules. This potential was later used to simulate sorption in MOF-5 and
Cu-PCN-61, accurately reproducing isosteric heats and sorption isotherms over a wide range of pressures
and temperatures.7, 31
In this work, we seek to build on the work by Belof et al. by developing a potential that supplants
Lennard-Jones dispersion with a many-body coupled-dipole van der Waals energy75, 96 that has been used
in calculations involving carbon nanotubes, graphene, nanoclusters and photonic materials,46, 47, 54, 55, 57, 104
where many-body dispersion interactions are dominant. In the development process, an improved hydrogen
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potential of the form from reference 6,1 using traditional Lennard-Jones parameters, was also produced.
At first, it may seem that the increased computational cost that comes with performing coupled-dipole
matrix diagonalizations is prohibitive. However, given the maturation of computational techniques utilizing
graphics processing units, this added cost may be somewhat alleviated.61 In fact, preliminary data shows a
factor of three reduction in computation time for systems of up to 450 polarization centers.
The model potential parameters are fit to match ab initio energies for a representative range of dimer
geometries. The resulting potential is shown to be highly effective by comparing to electronic structure
calculations for a thermal distribution of trimer geometries, and by reproducing experimental bulk pressure-
density isotherms. Contrary to expectation, the best potentials are obtained by permitting atomic partial
charges, that mimic the “permanent” electrostatics, to take on values that do not reproduce the first non-
vanishing moment of the electrostatic potential surface, i.e. the quadrupole moment for H2. The resulting
surface is shown to be superior to other potential choices with similar portability even in these tests on
homogeneous systems without strong polarizing fields.
The paper introduces the models and the potential forms in section 1.4. Section 1.5 and section 1.6 reviews
the theoretical basis for many-body polarization and coupled-dipole van der Waals, respectively. Section 1.7
presents the procedure and details for fitting the parameters for each potential. Finally, section 1.8 presents
the calculations used to verify the potential.
1.4 The Models
Two models of the intermolecular interactions experienced by molecular hydrogen have been developed. In
each, the potential consists of additive terms which describe an important physical mechanism. The first
potential model, henceforth referred to as UPOLAR as it includes many-body point polarizabilities, is taken
as a sum of the electrostatic Coulomb energy (with Ewald summation), 12-6 Lennard-Jones terms and a
many-body Thole-Applequist point-atomic polarization energy,11, 113
UPOLAR = Ues + ULJ + UTA. (1.1)
In the second potential model, referred to as UV DW , the attractive r−6 Lennard-Jones term is removed
and replaced by a many-body coupled-dipole calculation involving the frequency-dependence of the atomic
1Note, reference 6 erroneously claims to reproduce both the gas phase quadrupole and polarizability tensor for hydrogen.
However, the charges and polarizability parameters were inadvertantly allowed to float in the fitting process leading to the published
potential surface that is more accurate than is possible when reproducing the actual molecular data.
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polarizablities,
UV DW = Ues + U
′
LJ + UTA + UCD. (1.2)
In each model, H2 is represented by a colinear rigid five-site model, with sites at each hydrogen nucleus,
one at the center-of-mass, and two additional phantom sites. The nuclear and center-of-mass sites have point
partial charges and static-polarizabilities; we consider the frequency dependence of the latter in our calcu-
lation of UV DW . In addition, the nuclear sites carry σ and , the two parameters used in the calculation
of 12-6 Lennard-Jones. The two phantom sites have Lennard-Jones parameters, but lack charge and polar-
ization interactions. Moreover, the positions of the phantom sites, while constrained to the C∞-axis of the
molecule, are chosen to best reproduce the potential anisotropy found via first-principles calculations. It
should be noted phantom sites have previously been used in treatments of carbon dioxide10, 108 as well as
molecular hydrogen.6
The total energy of a given configuration can be calculated as the sum of the potential energies between
all sites, though, the interaction between two sites belonging to the same molecule is excluded. For the
Lennard-Jones calculation between unlike sites, Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules are used. Mixing rules are
not needed for the polarization, van der Waals or electrostatic energies as interactions between unlike sites
is naturally built in to the calculation — a significant advantage gained by the explicit inclusion of many-
body van der Waals.
1.5 Many-Body Polarization
In both models, there are three polarizable sites per molecule. In the Thole-Applequist polarization model,
subjecting a collection of bodies with non-zero static point polarizability α to a static electric fieldE induces
a dipole moment,
umi = αi(E
m
i + E
′m
i ), (1.3)
umi = αi(E
m
i −
∑
j,n
Tmnij u
n
j ), (1.4)
where lower indices label the sites, upper indices label the vector/tensor components, T is the exponentially
damped dipole field tensor and E′ is the induced electric field. With some manipulation, one finds the
3Nx3N matrix equation, ∑
j,n
(
1
αi
δijδ
mn + Tmnij )u
n
j = E
m
i , (1.5)
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from which one may construct block-matricies,
Aˆ ≡

[ Iα0 ] [T0,1] . . . [T0,N−1]
[T1,0] [
I
α1
] . . . [T1,N−1]
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[TN−1,0] [TN−1,1] . . . [ IαN−1 ]
 , (1.6)
u =

[u0]
[u1]
. . .
[uN−1]
 , E =

[E0]
[E1]
. . .
[EN−1]
 , (1.7)
leading to
Aˆu = E, (1.8)
which has solutions by either matrix inversion or iterative methods.
Finally, the Thole-Applequist polarization potential energy is given by,
UTA = −1
2
∑
i,m
umi E
m
i . (1.9)
1.6 Coupled-Dipole van der Waals
We can determine the van der Waals energy with the coupled-dipole model75, 96 by starting at equation 1.5,
and making the following substitutions,
αi → αiω
2
i
ω2i − ω¯2
, (1.10)
Emi → 0, (1.11)
where ωi characterizes the frequency-dependence of the polarizability at site i within the Drude model.
The van der Waals interactions are obtained by noting that in the absence of an external electric field and
the adoption of Drude polarizabilities, equation 1.5 gives rise to dispersion interactions. Applying these
considerations gives: ∑
j,n
(
ω2i − ω¯2
αiω2i
δijδ
mn + Tmnij
)
unj = 0, (1.12)
and with some rearrangement, ∑
j,n
(
1
αi
δijδ
mn + Tmnij
)
unj =
ω¯2
αiω2i
umi . (1.13)
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Upon defining the diagonal matrix Kii = ω−2bi/3cα
−1
bi/3c, where bxc denotes the floor of x, one can rewrite
equation 1.13 in a manner similar to equation 1.8 to arrive at a generalized eigenvalue problem,
Aˆu = ω¯2Kˆu. (1.14)
Although, inverting matrix Kˆ converts the generalized eigenvalue problem to a standard eigenvalue prob-
lem, doing so produces a nonsymmetric matrix Kˆ−1Aˆ. Finding the eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix
can be problematic as the eigenvalues become extremely sensitive to small errors in the matrix elements.91
Instead, it is preferable to perform a Cholesky decomposition,91 constructing matrix Lˆ such that LˆLˆT = Kˆ,
or since Kˆ is diagonal, Lˆ = Kˆ1/2. Multiplying equation 1.14 by Lˆ−1 from the left,
Lˆ−1Aˆu = ω¯2Lˆ−1Kˆu (1.15)
Lˆ−1A(Lˆ−1,T LˆT )u = ω¯2Lˆ−1(LˆLˆT )u, (1.16)
(Lˆ−1ALˆ−1,T )(LˆTu) = ω¯2(LˆTu), (1.17)
Cˆv = ω¯2v, (1.18)
one arrives at a new symmetric standard eigenvalue problem. Simplifying the matrix Cˆ,
Cil =
∑
jk
δij√
Kij
Ajk
δkl√
Kkl
, (1.19)
Cil =
Ail√
KiiKll
, (1.20)
and finally,
Cil = Ailω¯µω¯ν
√
αµαν , (1.21)
with µ = bi/3c and ν = bl/3c.
Once the eigenfrequencies ω¯i have been found for a particular state, the problem reduces to one of
3N independent quantum harmonic oscillators. Each eigenvector v represents one mode of oscilla-
tion, whose energy in the ground state is given by UGSi =
1
2~ω¯i, or, at non-zero temperature, U
GS
i =
1
2~ω¯icoth(~ω¯i/2kBT ). Finally, summing over each oscillator, one finds the coupled-dipole van der Waals
energy,
UCD =
∑
i
1
2
~ω¯icoth(
~ω¯i
2kBT
). (1.22)
Note, in contrast to traditional pairwise London forces usually taken as the attractive part of a Lennard-Jones
potential, many-body van der Waals interactions are naturally taken into account to all orders, thus avoiding
the known oscillatory behavior of the series expansion.42
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Including van der Waals in this manner assumes a Drude frequency-dependence for the site polarizabilities
and requires a set of fit parameters to replace the physically obvious coefficients for the r−6 London terms.
1.7 Parameter Determination
As discussed in section 1.4, the five-site model used requires determination of several parameters: charges,
static polarizability and its Drude characteristic frequency, Lennard-Jones parameters, and the positions of
the phantom sites. Here we outline the method used for determining each. All ab initio calculations were
performed at the CCSD(T) level of theory93 using the efficient Molpro quantum chemistry package,120 made
available by the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. Classical calculations were performed using Massively
Parallel Monte Carlo (MPMC).2
First, the intial values for all Lennard-Jones parameters,  and σ, the positions of the phantom sites rp and
the Drude characteristic frequencies ω were taken from references 6 and 47, which were then relaxed using
the technique discussed in section 1.7.1. It should be noted that because the attractive Lennard-Jones term
was removed when using many-body van der Waals, the use of both σ and  is redundant, and a combined
parameter σ12 was instead considered.
Next, ab initio calculations performed using the aug-cc-pV5Z basis set (which shows only marginal im-
provement from aug-cc-pVQZ) to determine the value of the molecular polarizability tensor for H2,
αˆH2 =

0.6822 0 0
0 0.6822 0
0 0 0.9559
 A˚3. (1.23)
Atomic polarizabilities, which are non-zero on the atomic and center-of-mass sites, that gave the best fit
to αˆH2 were found to be αH = 0.36137 A˚
3 and αC = 0.39451 A˚3, yielding the best fit classical molecular
polarizability tensor,48
αˆbestH2 =

0.7085 0 0
0 0.7085 0
0 0 0.9441
 A˚3. (1.24)
In the case of UV DW , the Drude characteristic frequencies were provided by reference 46, which gives a
value of 0.6052 a.u.
2MPMC is an in-house code developed by Jonathan Belof and maintained by Keith McLaughlin, Christian Cioce and Brant
Tudor. MPMC is released under GNU Public License and is available on Google Code http://code.google.com/p/mpmc.
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Figure 1.: Four energetically distinct dimer configurations are used in the parameter relaxation procedure.
Of the four orientations, the T configuration lies lowest in energy, followed by X, PAR (parallel), then EOE
(end-on-end). In the X configuration, the molecule on the right is aligned perpendicular to the face of the
page.
Those same ab initio calculations were also used to determine the quadrupole moment, Q = 0.664 DA˚.
From the experimentally determined value for the H2 bond length,43 l = 0.741 A˚, one obtains the partial
charge on each atomic site qH = 0.504e, where e is the elementary charge.
1.7.1 Parameter Relaxation
Ab initio calculations were performed using aug-cc-pVTZ/QZ with complete basis set (CBS) extrapolation
to construct the Born-Oppenheimer surface for the H2 dimer for pair center-of-mass separations ranging
from 2.0 to 6.0 A˚ at 0.1 A˚ increments.41, 114 From the surface, a subspace was selected corresponding to
four energetically and geometrically distinct relative orientations, see figure 1. Taking these ab initio energy
curves and computing their average yields an isotropic potential in agreement with experiment.6, 106
In the relaxation routine, ω, , σ, rp were set to their initial values and Monte Carlo simulated annealing
was performed to optimize each parameter set such that UPOLAR and UV DW best coincided with the ab
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initio curves.3 The values of these best-fit parameters are presented in table 1, and the results are displayed
in figure 2. Because the form of the potential at short range is chosen as r−12, it diverges from the nearly
exponential short-range form found via quantum calculation.4 For this reason, only energies under a speci-
fied threshold were allowed to contibute to the error calculation used in the relaxation algorithm. For all H2
parameter sets discussed presently, that energy threshold was set to Ethresh = 100 K. This restriction only
negatively affects the potential at extremely high density.
A quantitative comparison can be made by calculating the root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of each
relaxed potential with respect to the ab initio Born-Oppenheimer surface. These errors were calculated to
be 3.01 K and 4.09 K, with UV DW providing a closer match to ab initio. It is found that both potentials
out-perform existing potentials when similar calculations are performed, with errors of 7.79 K, 9.93 K and
13.34 K for the potentials of Darkrim-Levesque,23 Silvera-Goldman,106 and Buch.14
Allowing the value of the partial charges to deviate from those that reproduce the quadrupole moment
further reduces the RMS error in the fits to 3.51 K and 2.30 K for UPOLAR and UV DW , respectively. Since
more parameters are being added to the fitting process, this is not particularly surprising; however, the im-
provement goes beyond dimer energies. It will be shown that relaxing the partial charges leads to improved
accuracy in calculations of trimer energies and pressure-density isotherms in bulk. This also turns out to be
the case in similar calculations performed on methane, molecular nitrogen and carbon dioxide.19, 20, 74 One
possible cause of this suprising result involves the treatment of the molecular extended charge distribution
as a system of point charges; the multipole expansion used to extract the values of the partial charges fails at
very short distances. In any case, modifying the point charges from those that reproduce the quadrupole is
compensating for some real physical effect and leading to an improved representation of the potential sur-
face. Henceforth, the parameter set with relaxed charges will be referred to as ADJQ, whereas those with
fixed charges will be labeled FIXQ.5
3Annealing was preferred over least-squares due to the many-body nature of the potentials, the immense parameter space and
its ability to more easily locate global optima.
4Rather than using a polynomial to model the Pauli repulsion, one may instead opt for an exponential as seen in the Bucking-
ham potential. In doing so, care must be taken to handle the net attraction of the potential at very short distances. The most straight-
forward solution involves imposing a minimum separation rmin during simulation and parameter relaxation; that is, automatically
reject any Monte Carlo steps which places two repulsive centers closer than rmin. During the parameter relaxation process, one
would simply be substituting the energy threshold for a minimum separation, which may again lead to errant behavior at extremely
high densities.
5It turns out that the FIXQ charges were actually calculated to match Time-Dependent Hartree Fock rather than CCSD(T)
calculations. In addition, ADJQ seems to closely match the correct CCSD(T) quadrupole. See Appendix A for further information.
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Figure 2.: Classical potential energy functions (solid) are compared to the ab initio functions (dashed) for
four chosen dimer geometries, see figure 1. The curves represent, from lowest to highest energy, T, X, PAR
and EOE configurations. In the potentials labeled FIXQ, the point partial charges are fixed to reproduce the
quadrupole moment determined from electronic structure calculations. In those labeled ADJQ, the partial
charges are adjusted to yield the best dimer fits. The models developed in this work significantly outperform
the isotropic Buch and anisotropic Darkrim-Levesque potential.
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Table 1: Parameters were obtained for the model via fitting to a sample of the ab initio dimer Born-
Oppenheimer surface. The subscript “H” denotes a quantity associated with each hydrogen atom, whereas
“C” and “p” indicate center-of-mass and phantom sites. The units for σ12 are KA˚12.
– POLAR-FIXQ POLAR-ADJQ
qH /e 0.504 0.457
qC /e -1.008 -0.914
rp/A˚ 0.462 0.409
σC /A˚ 3.482 3.343
σp/A˚ 1.671 1.877
C /K 3.803 6.466
p/K 31.403 12.301
– VDW-FIXQ VDW-ADJQ
qH /e 0.504 0.464
qC /e -1.008 -0.928
rp/A˚ 0.186 0.168
(σ12)C /(KA˚12) 1.686E4 2.641E4
(σ12)p/(KA˚12) 3.354E6 3.322E6
ωC /a.u. 0.742 1.207
ωH /a.u. 0.478 0.320
In addition to FIXQ and ADJQ, fits were performed allowing perturbations in the position of the charged
atomic sites, while simultaneously adjusting the charge to keep the quadrupole fixed. These fits performed
no better than using the FIXQ method, and, ultimately, the method was discarded.
1.8 Model Validation
1.8.1 Trimer Energies
The first test of the potential was designed to verify the accuracy of short-range energy calculations. Be-
cause fits were performed to reproduce the dimer ab initio energy surface, the simplest non-trivial test used
for validation is trimers. Using the POLAR-ADJQ potential and performing Monte Carlo at 5K (a conve-
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nient temperature for generating random trimer configurations, which explores the potential energy surface
while maintaining the integrity of the trimer), 100 configurations with uncorrelated energies were generated.
Using these configurations, the energies were calculated for each potential and compared against the energy
determined via CCSD(T) calculation using aug-cc-pVTZ/QZ with CBS extrapolation.41, 114
The root-mean-square deviation for each potential, compared to the ab initio trimer calculations, was
found to be less than 8.41%. However, as was the case with dimer energies, potentials using ADJQ fitting
were substantially more accurate, with errors under 3.51%. Each UV DW potential was found to give slightly
better trimer energies, when compared to its UPOLAR counterpart. Benefitting from both effects, the VDW-
ADJQ potential gave the lowest error, 3.09%. For comparison, the error in trimer energies computed using
Darkrim-Levesque, Silvera-Goldman and Buch potentials were found to 12%, 32% and 25%, respectively.
The comparison between the trimer energies of these potentials versus ab initio are shown graphically in
figure 3.
1.8.2 Bulk Isotherms
Isothermal pressure-density curves were calculated via grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation using
MPMC to verify the accuracy of the potentials in a bulk environment. In these calculations, equilibrium H2
loading is determined at a fixed volume, temperature and chemical potential, with the choice in chemical po-
tential corresponding to a desired pressure via empirical fugacity functions.101, 126 The simulation box size
is chosen such that the equilibrium average number of molecules 〈N〉 is approximately 60.6 When equilib-
rium is reached, the simulation continues for a total of 2,000,000 Monte Carlo steps, producing 200 uncor-
related equilibrium configurations. Calculating the average particle number from these states and dividing
by the fixed box volume yields the ensemble averaged density from statistical mechanics
〈ρ〉 = 1
V Ξ
∞∑
N=0
NeβµN
∫
d{xi}e−βU({xi}), (1.25)
where β = 1/kBT , µ is the chemical potential, V is the volume of the simulation box and Ξ is the grand
canonical partition function.
Curves were generated at two temperatures, 77 K and 298.15 K, for the range of pressures P ∈ [0, 200]
atm and P ∈ [0, 2000] atm, respectively. Of note is the fact that the critical point for hydrogen is 12.8 atm
and 33 K, thus for the majority of the range in which these calculations were performed, the sample was
6NPT simulations were later performed on systems of 120 molecules, and were found to be in agreement.
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Figure 3.: The classical potential energy function is compared to the ab initio values for an ensemble of 100
trimers (circles). Data points in perfect agreement would fall along the dashed line. As was the case with
dimers, the potentials developed in this work better reproduce the ab initio trimer potential energies than the
sample pair-only potentials. VDW-ADJQ, which includes many-body polarization and van der Waals, gave
the best overall result.
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in a supercritical state with strong intermolecular interactions (〈U〉 > NkBT ). Simulations of liquid states
were not performed since a full path integral approach would be required.
For simulations performed at the lower temperature, it was neccessary to include Feynman-Hibbs quan-
tum corrections28 to the energetically dominant Lennard-Jones and Coulombic terms of the potential to or-
der ~4,
UFH = U +
β~2
24µ
(
U ′′ +
2
r
U ′
)
+
β2~4
1152µ2
(
15
r3
U ′ +
4
r
U ′′′ + U ′′′′
)
, (1.26)
where primes indicate derivatives with respect to pair-separation. Because the coupled-dipole van der Waals
term is an important contributor to the shape of the potential well in UV DW , quantum corrections to this
many-body term were also needed. Although it is a relatively simple matter to extract pair-terms from the
coupled-dipole expression as seen in references 49 and 118, doing so neglects the exponential damping in the
polarization tensor, resulting in artifically high densities. To circumvent this deficiency, two comparisions
are made for the 77 K isotherms.
First, the Feynman-Hibbs corrected UPOLAR isotherms are plotted against similarly quantum corrected
Buch and Darkrim-Levesque isotherms, as well as data from experiment59, 124 in figure 4. The two pair
potentials were found to produce states that were too diffuse by twenty and fifteen percent, respectively. On
the other hand, UPOLAR produces isotherms in very good agreement to experiment, with POLAR-FIXQ too
dense by around ten percent while POLAR-ADJQ is found to be in nearly perfect coincidence.
Next, uncorrected UPOLAR and UV DW isotherms were produced but found to be uniformly too dense
by approximately forty percent due to neglecting Feynman-Hibbs. In an attempt to compensate for the
missing correction and allow for comparison to experiment, the calculated isotherms were renormalized by
multiplying by a constant rescaling factor,
1
2
(ρFHADJQ/ρ
NOFH
ADJQ + ρ
FH
FIXQ/ρ
NOFH
FIXQ ), (1.27)
where the ρFHADJQ is the density at 200 atm and 77 K for the POLAR-ADJQ potential with Feynman-Hibbs
correction. The rescaled isotherms show that both UV DW potentials produce states that are too dense, but
with VDW-ADJQ still in reasonable agreement to experiment, see the bottom panel of figure 4. It should be
noted that Feynman-Hibbs is not calculated for the polarization term in any of our potentials, and may lead
to an additional minor correction.
The authors realize that renormalization is not rigrous proof of the validity of the VDW potentials in
the low-temperature bulk, nonetheless, neglecting Feynman-Hibbs in these calculations allows for a direct
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Figure 4.: (Top) UPOLAR isotherms are plotted against Buch (circle, solid), Darkrim-Levesque (circle,
dashed) and experiment (solid line). Feynman-Hibbs quantum corrections are included for each potential.
POLAR-ADJQ (triangle, solid) is found in great agreement with experiment, while POLAR-FIXQ (triangle,
dashed) yields states that are slightly too dense. (Bottom) Renormalized isotherms for UPOLAR and UV DW
are compared. Quantum corrections are not included. POLAR-ADJQ (triangle, solid) and VDW-ADJQ
(square, solid) are found in better agreement with experiment than their FIXQ (dashed) counterparts. The
error in density was calculated and found to be below 2%.
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comparison between VDW and POLAR potentials, the latter of which is confirmed to work in the bulk. A
more exact verification would involve a full path integral approach, which shall be explored in future work
despite the additional computational expense.
Quantum corrections are not an issue at 298.15 K, where all of the potentials we have developed outper-
form the sample pair-only potentials and are found to be in outstanding agreement with experiment, see fig-
ure 5.
1.9 Conclusions
Two models for molecular hydrogen have been developed, each possessing an anisotropic intermolecular
potential with many-body interactions that are fit to ab initio calculations. The form of the potentials pre-
sented allows for transferability to heterogenous enviroments, in particular metal-organic material systems.
Moreover, the manner in which the potential is developed allows simple adaptation to the development of
potentials for other molecular species.
Each model was verified against the ab initio energy for a collection of trimer geometries, and reproduced
accurate bulk pressure-density isotherms when compared to experiment. In addition, the potentials devel-
oped here bested two pre-existing pair-only potentials in the tests performed. Notably, it was found that each
model improved signficantly in our test cases when the partial charges on each model’s atomic sites were
allowed to relax during the fitting procedure. This is despite the fact that those molecules no longer repro-
duce the ab initio quadrupole. This result may stem from the failure of the multipole expansion at short dis-
tances, or less likely, charge transfer effects and/or quadrupolar induction.
Deriving the many-body van der Waals interactions from the coupled-dipole model led to improvement
over the traditional two-body treatment of the London dispersion interaction. The application of these meth-
ods to the treatment of heterogenous media offers a promising avenue for improving complex simulations.
While including van der Waals interactions in this fashion is computationally expensive, implementation on
graphics processing units can help reduce the magnitude of the bottleneck.
Forthcoming, it is planned to implement the UV DW potential calculations on graphics processing units,
enabling the use of this potential in the modeling of bulk gas mixtures and sorption in metal-organic mate-
rials. In addition, GPU implementation should aid in full path integral calculations of bulk isotherms in the
liquid and supercritical phases, where a semi-classical treatment is not sufficient.
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Figure 5.: Isotherms for POLAR-ADJQ (triangle) and VDW-ADJQ (square) are plotted against experiment
(no symbol) and the sample pair potentials, Buch (solid, circle) and Darkrim-Levesque (dashed, circle). All
isotherms are in coincidence for pressures in the range 0 atm to 800 atm. For clarity, the FIXQ isotherms
are not shown but are visually indistinguishable from the ADJQ data. The error in pressure was calculated
and found to be under 2%. Note that the many-body potentials converge to the correct liquid density at 2000
atm — this is not the case for any of the existing hydrogen potentials studied.
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Chapter 2
Feynman-Hibbs Quantum Corrections within CDVDW
2.1 Abstract
In previous work, the coupled-dipole model for calculation of many-body van der Waals interactions was
applied to the polarizable molecular hydrogen model of Belof et al. The resulting potential, fit to a first-
principles dimer interaction surface, very accurately reproduced the energy of a thermal distribution of
trimer configurations and pressure-density isotherms in bulk at 298.15 K. Despite this success, early efforts
to produce bulk isotherms at lower temperatures without including a full path integral (PI) treatment were
stifled by the inability to efficiently calculate the semi-classical corrections of Feynman and Hibbs. In
this work, two attempts to expeditiously compute the correction are presented: one based on a two-body
expansion of the coupled-dipole interaction and a molecular-pair finite differencing approach that includes
dipole-interaction tensor damping.
2.2 Introduction
As public policy becomes more enviromentally conscious, there is growing pressure on scientists to develop
more eco-friendly alternatives for fuel and energy storage. One popular avenue for chemists is the research
and development of highly-porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) which adsorb molecular hydrogen
at near liquid density.7, 35, 62, 98, 110 While experimentalists continue to synthesize MOFs with ever increas-
ing uptake capacities, molecular modeling allows theorists to prescreen prospective materials and identify
salient interactions and underlying chemistry leading to improved design. To this end, the development and
implementation of highly-accurate molecular hydrogen potentials for simulation in mixed media is more
important than ever.
One such potential68 borrows the five-site rigid H2 model with Thole-Applequist11, 113 atomic-point po-
larizabilties of Belof et al.,6 but replaces the Lennard-Jones r−6 term with a many-body coupled-dipole cal-
culation75, 96 that has previously been used in modeling systems where many-body dispersion interactions
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are significant.46, 47, 54, 55, 57, 104 Fit to high-level ab initio calculations of the dimer Born-Oppenheimer sur-
face, the potential accurately reproduced configurational energies for a thermal distribution of trimers and
bulk pressure-density isotherms at 298.15 K.
Due to the necessity to perform simulations at lower temperatures, it is vital to include quantum-effects.
This is typically done via PI Monte Carlo or Feynman-Hibbs (FH) semi-classical corrections in the form
of derivatives of the dominant potential energy terms.28 Unfortunately, simply performing the coupled-
dipole matrix diagonalization routines is extremely CPU intensive: computing the necessary path integrals or
performing full numerical derivatives (for FH) is inconceivable for most systems of interest. For this reason,
previous calculations of bulk isotherms at 77 K were performed without Feynman-Hibbs, then rescaled by
comparing to isotherms produced using a corrected and uncorrected versions of a simpler potential function.
In this work, we seek to replace this ad hoc renormalization using two methods of approximating the semi-
classical correction.
2.3 Methods
Within the model introduced by McLaughlin et al., each H2 was treated as a rigid body composed of five co-
linear sites: two atomic sites, characterized by their mass, partial charges q, and atomic point-polarizabilities
α with Drude characteristic frequencies ω; two massless, chargeless sites responsible for r−12 Pauli repul-
sion; and a polarizable, charged and Pauli repulsive center-of-mass site, see table 2.
The potential energy function was given as,
UT = Ues + UrLJ′ + UTA + UCD, (2.1)
with electrostatic Ues, Pauli-repulsion ULJ ′ , Thole-Applequist polarization UTA and coupled-dipole van der
Waals dispersion UCD terms. While inclusion of the Feynman-Hibbs correction,
∆UFH =
β~2
24µ
(
U ′′ +
2
r
U ′
)
+
β2~4
1152µ2
(
15
r3
U ′ +
4
r
U ′′′ + U ′′′′
)
, (2.2)
to the short-ranged electrostatics and Pauli-repulsion are trivial, and corrections to Thole-Applequist are
non-substantive, the energetically dominant dispersion is problematic: analytic derivatives of this many-
body contribution are impractical and numerical derivatives are exceedingly intensive. Nevertheless, ap-
proximations based on two-body terms offer promise. Two such are introduced here: one based on a two-
body expansion (2BE) of the coupled-dipole interaction and a molecular-pair finite differencing (MPFD)
approach that includes damping to the dipole-interaction tensor.
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Table 2: Table of H2 coupled-dipole model parameters. The model consists of partial charges, coupled-
dipole/polarization parameters and r12 repulsion parameters that are fitted to ab initio random dimers. Unlike
repulsion interactions are dictated by a 9th-order mixing rule. The repulsion centers are allowed to move off
the atomic sites during fitting, but are constrained along the C∞-axis of the molecule. The repulsion units
given are kilo-Kelvin-Angstrom12.
type position (A˚) charge (e) α (A˚3) σ12 (kKA˚12) ω (a.u.)
center-of-mass 0.000 -0.929 0.3840 1.492 1.224
atomic 0.371 0.465 0.3534 0.000 0.350
off-site 0.172 0.000 0.0000 3273 0.000
One starts from the coupled-dipole general eigenvalue equation,1
∑
j,n
(
1
αi
δijδ
mn + Tmnij
)
unj =
ω¯2
αiω2i
umi , (2.3)
with site polarizabilities αi, Drude-frequencies ωi, dipole-interaction tensor Tmnij , and dipole moments u
n
i ,
where upper- and lower-indicies correspond to cartesian components and dipolar site, respectively. An
analytic Cholesky decomposition may be performed on the right-hand side, which immediately leads to a
symmetric standard eigenproblem,
∑
j,n
ωiωj
√
αiαj
(
1
αi
δijδ
mn + Tmnij
)
unj = ω¯
2umi . (2.4)
Upon solving for the eigenfrequencies, the coupled-dipole interaction energy is found by treating the system
as a collection of harmonic oscillators in the ground state,
UCD =
~
2
(
3N∑
η
ω¯η − 3
N∑
i
ωi
)
, (2.5)
where η labels the eigenvalues from equation 2.4, i are site indicies.
From here, the 2BE approach is to calculate Feynman-Hibbs by considering the interaction between an
isolated pair of sites.49, 118 Without loss of generality, one may allow the pair-separation to lie purely along
the z-axis. Applying this consideration to equation 2.4 and using an undamped dipole-interaction Tmnij =
1For a detailed derivation of the coupled-dipole equations refer to reference 68.
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∇m∇n 1|rij | leads to the 6× 6 matrix:

ω20 0 0 l 0 0
0 ω20 0 0 l 0
0 0 ω20 0 0 −2l
l 0 0 ω21 0 0
0 l 0 0 ω21 0
0 0 −2l 0 0 ω21


ux0
uy0
uz0
ux1
uy1
uz1

= ω¯2

ux0
uy0
uz0
ux1
uy1
uz1

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using the definition l ≡ ω1ω0√α1α0r−3.
Diagonalization yields the square of each eigenfrequency ω¯2η . Performing power series expansions to
remove the square roots yields the pairwise 2BE coupled-dipole energy:
u2BECD (r) = −
3
2
~α1α0ω1ω0
(ω1 + ω2)r6
, (2.7)
from which taking the necessary derivatives is trivial. In the case where the two sites have identical param-
eters this expression reduces to the familiar result, u2BECD (r) = −3~α2ω/4r6.49, 118
Unlike 2BE, which is reasonably accurate in the context of an undamped dipole interaction, the second
approximation method lacks the elegance in possessing a simple analytic form. In exchange, for using
molecular-pair finite differencing one receives a substantial improvement in accuracy. With this approach,
one does not isolate a single pair of sites, but rather a pair of molecules.
Let Tˆ now be the exponentially damped dipole-interaction tensor:
Tmnij = (1− δij)
(
δmn
r3ij
[1− (λ
2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1)e
−λrij ]
− 3x
mxn
r5ij
[1− (λ
3r3ij
6
+
λ2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1)e
−λrij ]
)
, (2.8)
with xn ≡ r · eˆn. One must construct the 3(N + M) × 3(N + M) matrix problem for the molecular pair
(where the molecules have N and M sites), analogous to equation 2.6, and numerically compute the eigen-
frequencies and energy from equation 2.5. Next, center-of-mass pair separation of the molecules is varied
some small distance , the matrix is rebuilt and energy recalculated. With some repetition, the derivatives
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required from equation 2.2 can be calculated via finite differencing:
u′ =
1
2(r + )
(
u(r + )− u(r − )), (2.9)
u′′ =
1
(r + )2
(
u(r + )− 2u(r) + u(r − )), (2.10)
u′′′ =
1
2(r + )3
(
u(r + 2)− 2u(r + )
+ 2u(r − )− u(r − 2)), (2.11)
u′′′′ =
1
(r + )4
(
u(r + 2)− 4u(r + )
+ 6u(r)− 4u(r − ) + u(r − 2)), (2.12)
which is accurate to O(2).
2.4 Results and Discussion
While the optimal method to verify the accuracy of 2BE and MPFD is to compare to a full PI treatment, we
are not aware of any PI codes that incorporate the coupled-dipole treatment. In addition, while plans exist
to implement PI into MPMC, this is a work in progress.
Instead, we’ve performed calculations of the FH correction using 2BE and MPFD over three ensembles
of H2 configurations using the model given in table 2, and compared to a non-polar (NP) model that includes
only Lennard-Jones and charged interactions; see table 3. Because non-polar models have been shown to be
robust in neat systems,5–7 it is not unreasonable to expect these models to provide reasonable accuracy with
respect to FH.
Table 3: Table of H2 non-polar model parameters. The model consists of partial charges and Lennard-
Jones parameters that are fitted to ab initio random dimers. Lennard-Jones interactions between unlike sites
are computed using Waldman-Hagler mixing rules. The Lennard-Jones centers are allowed to move off the
atomic sites during fitting, but are constrained along the C∞-axis of the molecule.
type position (A˚) charge (e)  (K) σ (A˚)
center-of-mass 0.000 -0.921 4.831 3.333
atomic 0.371 0.461 0.000 0.000
off-site 0.257 0.000 55.97 1.701
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Figure 6.: FH corrections were calculated over an ensemble of random dimers using the coupled-dipole
model via 2BE and MPFD, and compared to the correction calculated on NP.
The first of the three ensembles studies was random dimers. 2000 dimers were generated with random
orientations and center-to-center pair separations distributed uniformly between 2.5 and 6.0 A˚. The FH
corrections calculated over the ensemble are displayed in figure 6. Visually, each method reproduced the
FH correction energies from NP reasonably well and the two methods were found to be highly correlated
with NP, with correlation coefficients of 0.99038 and 0.99021, respectively. The corrections from both test
models were found to trend larger than those from NP, with regression coefficients (slopes) of 1.15485 and
1.32226, with MPFD being the higher of the two.
The next ensemble consisted of 100 random trimers, generated via NVT Monte Carlo performed on a sys-
tem of three H2 molecules using the BSSP model.6 Monte Carlo was performed at 5K, as this was the high-
est temperature that didn’t quickly result in a dissociated trimer. Again, FH corrections were calculated of
over the ensemble and are displayed in figure 7. Here, correlation coefficients of 0.9977625 and 0.9967974
with regression coefficients. Unlike random dimers, here 2BE tended to produce smaller FH corrections
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Figure 7.: FH corrections were calculated over an ensemble of random trimers using the coupled-dipole
model via 2BE and MPFD, and compared to the correction calculated on NP.
than NP, with a regression coefficient of 0.97727. MPFD, on the other hand, trended even larger than before
with a coefficient of 1.58872.
Finally, an ensemble of 512 random bulk configurations was generated via NPT Monte Carlo performed
at 77K and 100 atm. In this case correlations of 0.997294 and 0.949065 were found, with slopes of 0.998826
and 1.39665, for 2BE and MPFD, respectively. Again, 2BE was found to trend lower and MPFD was found
to trend higher than the result from NP. See figure 8.
Over each of three ensembles investigated, we found very high correlation from the 2BE and MPFD
data sets when compared to the NP result. This is despite the fact that there are reasonable deviations with
respect to absolute magnitude, with 2BE tending to trend lower and MPFD trending reasonably higher than
NP. The high correlations indicate that both methods produce energies that are similarly ordered to those
produced via NP, and that neither data set is dominated by noise. Nevertheless, the large disparity between
2BE and MPFD seems to suggest that, at most, only one of these methods can reliably yield accurate
25
Figure 8.: FH corrections were calculated over a bulk ensemble at 77K and 100 atm using the coupled-
dipole model via 2BE and MPFD, and compared to the correction calculated on a NP model.
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estimates of the desired quantum corrections. While MPFD includes damping and requires relatively fewer
approximations than 2BE, the systematically large FH values, when compared to NP, are troubling. One
possible explanation for this overshooting is rooted in the non-linearity of coupled-dipole dispersion: in the
coupled-dipole model, the dispersion energy does not quite scales linearly with particle number; it is slightly
concave (d2U/dN2 < 0). This is in contrast
to MPFD, where, by design, interactions are summed pairwise. However, one would expect 2BE to also
overshoot, as the same argument should apply. Unfortunately, these discrepencies can not be completely
understood and resolved without deferring to a full PI treatment.
2.5 Conclusions
In this work, we derived two methods for extending semi-classical Feynman-Hibbs quantum corrections to
coupled-dipole dispersion interactions. The two-body expansion technique, is derived by starting from a
two-body non-damped coupled-dipole matrix equations, solving for the eigenvalues and applying a power
series expansion to the resulting energy equation. In molecular-pair finite differencing, we isolate two
molecules numerically calculate the required energy derivatives and repeat for each molecular pair in the
system.
The quantum corrections calculated by these methods were found to be very highly correlated to those
calculated via a non-polar model, with correlation coefficients exceeding 0.99 for the three systems investi-
gations: dimers, trimers and bulk. Over these systems, the 2BE corrections tended to trend lower than both
MPFD and NP, while MPFD consistently larger corrections than NP. This analysis alone does not disqual-
ify both methods; however, it does seem to indicate that one method, at most, is capable of producing accu-
rate estimates of the quantum corrections.
For future work, it is planned to implement the path integral technique into the MPMC software package.
Upon doing so, further analysis can be performed to verify which, if either, method can consistently yield
accurate quantum corrections over a wide variety of systems and produce correct ensemble averages for low
temperature Monte Carlo systems.
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Chapter 3
Improvements to Sorbate Molecules
3.1 Introduction
Despite the successes of the PHAST sorbate models introduced in references 6, 19, 20, 74 and the develop-
ment of the improved many-body model discussed in chapter 1, several additional improvements and mod-
ifications appear necessary. First, the models that include Lennard-Jones dispersion energy use Lorentz-
Berthelot (LB) for the calculation of interaction energies between unlike atomic sites.8, 63 Although these
rules, developed in the 19th century, are simple and widespread in use, more sophisticated mixing rules
have since been ascertained: the mixing rules by Waldman-Hagler (WH) rules, for instance.119 A second
defiency is due to the fitting method used. Each model has a functional form derived from first principles;
however, the atomic characteristics (e.g., partial charge, dispersion and repulsion coefficients) are fit to a
few pre-selected high-symmetry ab initio surface geometries. This may lead to failures in the model in sys-
tems where underrepresented geometries become important. One such example is the poor energy repro-
duction for crystalline N2 in reference 19, when the slip parallel configuration was not explicitly included
in the model’s training set. Since the nearest-neighbor geometry in several crystalline N2 phases is slip par-
allel, it may seem obvious to include these in the fitting routines; however, in most heterogeneous systems,
the important geometries are not always known in advance. We propose that random dimer geometries be
used for training instead.
Finally, in the case of the many-body model studied in chapter 1, a 12th power interaction was included
for Pauli replusion interactions. Rather arbitrarily, the geometric mean was used to mix this interaction for
unlike atomic sites. Here we investigate two potential modifications: first, we will develop an entirely new
repulsive-term mixing rule based on previous work by Waldman and Hagler. Second, we shall develop new
molecular models that use exponential repulsion with mixing rules via Bo¨hm and Ahlrichs (BA).12
In section 3.2, we briefly overview the various mixing rules, and present a new rule for 12th power repul-
sion interactions. Then, in section 3.3, we discuss the computational methods used in this work. Because this
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is ongoing research, many results are pending and are left for future discussions. Nevertheless, we present
our results to date in section 3.4. We will briefly summarize our work and describe future work in section 3.5.
3.2 Theory
3.2.1 12-6 Mixing Rules
The Lennard-Jones potential for treating dispersion and repulsion interactions
uLJij = 4ij
[(σij
rij
)12 − σij
rij
)6]
, (3.1)
is one of the simplest and well studied pair potentials in modern chemistry. It is commonly used in studies
of simple noble gas systems, but also has wide reaching applications in more complex biological and bio-
chemical systems as evidenced by its inclusion in UFF and OPLS force fields, for example.50, 94
Unlike the Coulombic pair interactions, Thole polarization and coupled-dipole dispersion, computing
Lennard-Jones interactions between dissimilar atomic sites is not obvious: mixing or combining rules are
required. The Lorentz-Berthelot rules are given by
σij =
1
2
(
σii + σjj
)
, (3.2)
ij =
√
iijj. (3.3)
In 1992, Waldman and Hagler analyzed the behavior of γij/γii as a function of γjj/γii for γ = σ, , over
a sample of ten noble gas combinations. This analysis led to new mixing rules
σij =
(
σ6ii + σ
6
jj
2
) 1
6
, (3.4)
ij =
√
iijj
(
2σ3iiσ
3
jj
σ6ii + σ
6
jj
)
, (3.5)
which were later found to produce mixed noble gas parameters with accuracy comparable to much more
complex rules such as those developed by Tang-Toennies and Al-Matar-Rockstraw.2
3.2.2 Mixing for Non-LJ Repulsion
In previous work employing coupled-dipole dispersion, a 12th-power pair potential was utilized for repulsive
interactions. Writing the potential in a form comparable to 12-6 Lennard-Jones yields
u12thij = 4ij
(
σij
rij
)12
= kij
(
1
r
)12
. (3.6)
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The geometric mean was used to calculate kij for mixed pairs, but this is unlikely to be optimal. Using the
same analysis employed by Waldman and Hagler, a 9th power mixing rule was ascertained:
kij =
(
k
1
9
ii + k
1
9
jj
2
)9
. (3.7)
A comparison of this 9th power rule and the geometric mean is displayed in table 4.
Table 4: High-level ab initio calculations were performed to determine the value of k for pure (ii,jj) and
mixed (ij) noble gas interactions (in Kelvin). Geometric (geo) and 9th-power (9th) mixing rules were com-
puted and compared to the result from ab initio.
Species kii kjj kij geo %err 9th %err
He-Ne 3.60e6 2.51e7 1.24e7 9.52e6 0.23 1.00e7 0.19
He-Ar 3.60e6 9.67e8 9.63e7 5.90e7 0.39 9.05e7 0.06
He-Kr 3.60e6 3.15e9 1.96e8 1.07e8 0.46 1.99e8 -0.01
Ne-Ar 2.51e7 9.67e8 2.11e8 1.56e8 0.26 1.87e8 0.11
Ne-Kr 2.51e7 3.15e9 4.03e8 2.81e8 0.30 3.88e8 0.04
Ar-Kr 9.67ee 3.15e9 2.06e9 1.74e9 0.15 1.78e9 0.14
An alternative approach to repulsion interactions is to use a two-parameter exponential, as discussed in
reference 12 and takes the form,
uexpij = cijexp
(− rij
2ρij
)
, (3.8)
with mixing rules
cij =
(
cρiiii c
ρjj
jj
)1.0/(ρii+ρjj), (3.9)
ρij =
1
2
(ρii + ρjj). (3.10)
3.3 Methods
CCSD(T) calculations were performed over 1000 random configurations of pure H2, N2, CO2 and CH4
dimers, with center-to-center pair separations distributed uniformly between 2.5 and 6.0 A˚. All CCSD(T)
calculations were performed using the Molpro quantum chemistry package, using augmented correlation-
consistent basis sets with extrapolation to the complete basis set. QZ/TZ basis sets were used for H2, N2
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and CH4, while TZ/DZ basis sets were used for CO2 due the increased computational cost associated with
the large number of electrons.
Three models were developed for each gas sorbate: non-polar with electrostatics (NP); coupled-dipole
with 12th-power repulsion, electrostatics and induced polarization (CD12); and coupled-dipole with expo-
nential repulsion, electrostatics and induced polarization (CDexp). Parameters (e.g., partial charges, disper-
sion and repulsion parameters) were determined via simulated annealing over random dimer energies.
Verification of each model was performed by comparing with CCSD(T) energies over several high-
symmetry dimer orientations (disjoint with the training set), thermal distributions of pure and mixed dimers
and trimers, and via second Virial coefficient. Comparisons are also made to NP models from previous
works.6, 19, 20, 74 Further verification via bulk simulation producing pressure-density isotherms for pure and
mixed bulk is planned for future work.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 NP models
The parameter determination process was found to produce models that strongly correlate to the true ab
initio energy values over the training sets. This is indicative that, at the very least, the functional form used is
reasonable for modeling pure dimer systems. Temperature-weighted RMS (root-mean-square) errors were
calculated for each model using the following equation:
〈δE〉T =
√
1
N
∑
i∈N
(Uabinitioi − Umodeli )2. (3.11)
Errors are tabulated for T = 77, 150 and 300 K in table 5. The errors were small when compared to
the temperature of the system, except in the case of CO2. There, however, one must consider that energy
minimum is -731 K; much larger in magnitude than the average error and energies characteristic of the other
gas dimers studied. The fits to the training set are displayed in figure 9.
The first test to verify the new models was to reproduce the CCSD(T) dimer energy curves for selected
high-symmetry orientations (e.g, end-on-end (EOE), parallel (P), slip parallel (S), X and T, in the case of
N2). We expect the new models to perform worse than previous models for this test when compared to
models from previous works, since these orientations were included in the training set for those models. For
all four models, we find very reasonable agreement, particularly over the lower energy, bonding orientations;
see figure 10. It is notable that our model correctly predicts that the S configuration for N2 is lowest in
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Figure 9.: Fits to the training set for NP models is displayed. The line y = x corresponds to perfect
accuracy for a given configuration.
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Table 5: Temperature-weighted RMS errors in the energies over the training set data are displayed at three
temperatures.
Species 〈δE〉77K 〈δE〉150K 〈δE〉300K
H2 6.861 16.95 30.11
N2 5.357 6.717 19.52
CH4 13.99 18.31 47.40
CO2 60.50 43.41 39.83
energy, in agreement with ab initio data, but contrary to the models from reference 19 that did not explicitly
include this configuration during training.
Next, temperature-weighted RMS errors were calculated over a small collection of pure and mixed ran-
dom dimers. Pure trimer RMS errors were calculated for the new and preexisting CH4, H2 and N2 models,
and those results are displayed in table 6. It was found that our fits over random dimers reproduced trimeric
energies with far greater accuracy than previous models.
Table 6: Temperature-weighted root-mean-square errors in the energies over ensembles of 100 pure random
trimers configurations.
Model 〈δE〉77K 〈δE〉150K 〈δE〉300K
H2 NP new 4.726 4.643 4.600
H2 (Belof) 14.13 13.81 13.64
N2 NP new 10.69 11.02 11.24
N2 (Cioce) 23.17 23.53 23.79
CH4 NP new 23.34 21.20 18.48
CH4 (Cioce) 36.64 31.97 26.41
Mixed dimer/trimer comparisons were calculated over 25 configurations for each of several combinations
of molecular species. Results are displayed in table 7. Here, it was found that the new models are not strictly
better at reproducing mixed dimer/trimer energetics, though they do perform better for most mixtures.
Finally, the second Virial coefficient for each model was generated with respect to temperature. Those
data were found to be in good agreement with experimental results tabulated in references 16, 22, 60, and
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Figure 10.: Model performance over high-symmetry orientations. Black lines represent ab initio data,
while colored lines correspond to model energies.
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comparable to previous models, except in the case of CO2 where the new model shows significant improve-
ment; see figure 11.
Preliminary results are available for the H2 CDexp and CD12 models. To date, it has been found that the
CD12 does not reproduce dimers or trimers energetics significantly better than the many-body model from
chapter 1. CDexp, on the other hand, shows exceptional improvement with temperature-weighted errors
over the training set smaller by a factor of five. Unfortunately, this improvement does not transfer well to
trimers, as we find a slight decrease in accuracy over the set of 100 random trimers. More work is necessary
to finalize these findings, and a more exhaustive model parameter search is in progress.
3.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, new non-polar models for CO2, CH4, H2, and N2 were developed. In contrast to previous
studies, these models were fit to random dimer data, rather than high-symmetry orientations, and Waldman-
Hagler mixing rules were employed. It was found that these new models show moderate improvement over
the previous models with respect to pure dimers and trimers, and a very modest improvement with respect
to mixed systems.
Parameter fits are also underway for two new coupled-dipole treatments which include a new 9th power
mixing rule based on Waldman-Hagler and an exponential repulsion term, respectively.
Further validation for non-polar and coupled-dipole models are still in progress; it is planned to generate
pressure-density isotherms over a wide range of temperatures for pure and mixed bulk systems via NPT
simulation.
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Figure 11.: The computed second virial coefficients are plotted for the new (dashed) and old non-polar
models (red, thin). Experimental data are displayed in solid black.
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Table 7: Temperature-weighted RMS errors in the energies over ensembles of 25 mixed random
dimers/trimers.
Model 〈δE〉77K 〈δE〉150K 〈δE〉300K
CH4-CH4-H2 NP new 20.84 21.61 23.27
CH4-CH4-H2 previous 17.68 17.34 17.92
CH4-H2-H2 NP new 5.991 6.765 7.455
CH4-H2-H2 previous 6.658 7.262 8.117
CO2-CH4 NP new 17.36 17.02 16.75
CO2-CH4 NP previous 46.17 42.58 37.53
CO2-H2 NP new 12.60 27.08 47.64
CO2-H2 NP previous 11.42 18.97 32.79
CO2-H2-H2 NP new 28.83 21.82 17.54
CO2-H2-H2 previous 60.98 47.02 38.06
CO2-N2 NP new 15.39 17.32 22.60
CO2-N2 previous 17.97 17.25 16.54
H2-H2-N2 NP new 9.008 8.646 8.452
H2-H2-N2 previous 13.90 13.38 13.11
N2-CH4-H2 NP new 14.02 17.48 20.00
N2-CH4-H2 previous 17.32 17.50 17.97
N2-N2-H2 NP new 7.771 7.577 7.429
N2-N2-H2 previous 9.136 8.951 8.866
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Chapter 4
Efficient Calculation of Many-Body Induced Electrostatics
4.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains content previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics 139 (2013): 184112,
and has been reproduced within the guidelines provided by the American Institute of Physics.
4.2 Abstract
Potential energy functions including many-body polarization are in widespread use in simulations of aque-
ous and biological systems, metal-organics, molecular clusters, and other systems where electronically-
induced redistribution of charge among local atomic sites is of importance. The polarization interactions,
treated here via the methods of Thole and Applequist, while long-ranged, can be computed for moderate-
sized periodic systems with extremely high accuracy by extending Ewald summation to the induced fields
as demonstrated by Nymand, Sala, and others. These full Ewald polarization (FEP) calculations, however,
are expensive and often limited to very small systems, particularly in Monte Carlo simulations, which may
require energy evaluation over several hundred-thousand configurations. For such situations, it shall be
shown that sufficiently accurate computation of the polarization energy can be produced in a fraction of the
CPU time by neglecting the long-range extension to the induced fields while applying the long-range treat-
ments of Ewald or Wolf to the static fields; these methods, denoted Ewald E-Static (EES) and Wolf E-Static
(WES), respectively, provide an effective means to obtain polarization energies for intermediate and large
systems including those with several thousand polarizable sites in a fraction of the CPU time. Furthermore,
we shall demonstrate a means to optimize the damping for WES calculations via extrapolation from smaller
trial systems.
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4.3 Introduction
Molecular models that restrict interactions to those between pairs can be designed to be extremely efficient
and exceptionally accurate when tailored for a particular system. However, these models are quickly pushed
to their limits when applied to heterogeneous systems, or when environmental conditions are altered.18, 70, 90
This should come as no suprise as it is not atypical that many-body terms, while non-dominant, comprise a
hefty share of the total interaction energy for many systems.17, 36, 52, 70 Indeed, whether the system of interest
is composed of biomolecules, gas molecules, molecular clusters, metal-organics, or some heterogeneous
mixed media, the inclusion of higher-order phenomena, e.g. many-body polarization, can alleviate the risk
of overfitting or specification error that may result when the functional form of the model is limited to only
pairwise interactions.
Many-body polarization3, 11, 113 is particularly important in the modeling of gas adsorption in metal-
organic materials (MOMs) — solid crystalline compounds that consist of metal-ion clusters coordinated to
organic molecules.123 In 2007, Belof et al. demonstrated the importance that polarization effects had on hy-
drogen sorption in In-soc-MOF, a highly polar metal-organic framework.5 Specifically, it was shown that
polarization effects were neccessary to capture sorption onto the indium trimer complex. In 2012, Forrest
et al. demonstrated that the inclusion of many-body polarization was essential to reproduce the experimen-
tal hydrogen sorption isotherms and isosteric heats of adsorption in the rht-MOF, PCN-61.31 Further, the
study showed that polarization effects were required to capture the sorption of the hydrogen molecules onto
the Cu2+ ions of the metal paddlewheel clusters. More recently, Cirera et al. showed that polarization ef-
fects played an important role in the formation of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and the hy-
droxyl groups in the MOF, MIL-53(Cr).21 In general, polarization effects can be used as a tool to iden-
tify the molecularly distinct distribution of sorbate molecules in a MOF via the distribution of the induced
dipoles.5, 21, 31, 73, 86, 87
Currently, many approaches for the inclusion of polarization interactions, with varying degrees of sophis-
tication, exist.18 Traditional force fields include induction in a mean field manner with over polarized par-
tial charges, e.g. amplifying the vacuum dipole from 1.85 D to around 3.0 D for H2O. In fluctuating charge
models, the electronegativity of each atomic site is taken into account and is balanced via charge redistribu-
tion.100 In Drude oscillator “shell” models, polarizable sites are represented by two charges — a core charge
and a shell charge — coupled harmonically. On the other hand, the Thole-Applequist11, 105, 113 induced point
dipole model is perhaps the most popular, well-studied and robust and is already incorporated in numer-
ous codes and potentials including AMOEBA,90 AMBER,85 NEMO,44 OPLS/PFF,33, 51 PHAST19, 68, 74 and
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BSSP.6
In the Thole-Applequist-type models, systems are described as a collection of static point charges and
polarizable sites where dipole moments can be induced. The interplay between each induced dipole sets up
a self-consistent problem, adding a substantial computational cost and creating a considerable barrier for
all but modestly sized simulations. While performing Ewald summation for the calculation of Coulombic
potential energies is a typical bottleneck for pairwise systems, Thole-Applequist polarization in periodic
systems requires either repeated Fourier-space summations for each field component or an expensive matrix
inversion operation to extract the relaxed induced dipoles needed for force and energy calculations. These
steps must be performed for each configuration or at each timestep of the simulation, and easily requires
upwards of 95% of the total simulation CPU time. This burden can be slightly mitigated through the use
of some common numerical techniques: iterative Gauss-Seidel solvers or relaxation techniques,15, 26, 58, 109
and via the Palmo-Krimm correction which significantly reduces the convergence tolerance neccessary for
accurate energy evaluation.77
Additional attempts to further reduce the computational difficulty have been explored. A very extreme
attempt, the nearest-image cutoff (NIC) technique, completely neglects Ewald summation or any other long-
range contributions to the fields; only including interactions within a single radial cutoff distance. While
this method fails to reproduce the correct polarization energy for all but the largest of systems, using an
only slightly more careful treatment of the static electric field can yield very accurate energies in many
situations. In the Ewald E-Static (EES) and Wolf E-Static (WES) treatments, one employs Ewald or Wolf
summation,27, 122 respectively, for the calculation of only the static fields. Induced interactions are included
only between nearest images within the radial cutoff. Together with the iterative techniques and Palmo-
Krimm correction, it will be shown that WES and EES can reduce the computational load associated with
the calculation of the polarization energy by as much as a factor of 50 without a substantial loss of accuracy
for the systems studied within.
In this work, we present three case studies for the WES and EES methods. For each system studied within,
the underlying goal was to develop a greater understanding of the promise and pitfalls associated with the
use of WES and EES in place of exact methods. In particular, we wish to shed light on three questions:
When are EES and full Ewald polarization (FEP) treatments computationally feasible?; When are WES and
EES viable alternatives to FEP?; And, how does one optimize the Wolf damping parameters and how does
this depend on system size?
In Section 4.4.1 the theory of many-body polarization is discussed, followed by iterative solution methods
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in Section 4.4.2 and Ewald and Wolf summation in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, respectively. In Section 4.5,
the technical details of the simulations are presented. Results are presented, including an analysis of the
accuracy of the WES and EES methods, and the effects of Wolf damping in Section 4.6. The paper is
concluded in Section 4.7.
4.4 Theory
4.4.1 Many-Body Polarization
Consider a system of N polarizable point atomic sites. The mth cartesian component of the induced dipole
moment umi at atomic site i due to the total electric field E is given by
µmi = αiEmi , (4.1)
where αi is the scalar point polarizability for site i. The electric field can be decomposed into two
components: the static field E due to the charges and partial-charges present in the system, and a higher-
order induced field E′ that arises due to the interaction between the electric fields and the polarizable sites
µmi = αi(E
m
i + E
′m
i ). (4.2)
The induced field E′i at site i is due entirely to the presence of the induced dipole moments µ of the
system. One can explicitly show this interdependence by rewriting Equation 4.2 in terms of the dipole
interaction tensor Tˆ,
µmi = αi(E
m
i −
∑
j,n
Tˆmnij µ
n
j ). (4.3)
In this work, the exponentially-damped dipole interaction tensor due to Thole is used,113
Tmnij =
δmn
r3ij
(
1− (λ
2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1)e
−λrij
)
− 3r
m
ij r
n
ij
r5ij
(
1− (λ
3r3ij
6
+
λ2r2ij
2
+ λrij + 1)e
−λrij
)
. (4.4)
There are three contributions to the polarization energy: one due to the interaction between each induced
dipole and the permanent charges in the system, one by the interaction of the induced dipoles with one
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another, and the last corresponding to the work required to distort the electron distribution to create the
induced dipoles,99
Upolar = −
∑
i,m
µmi E
m
i −
1
2
µmi E
′m
i +
1
2
∑
i,m,n
µmi (αˆ
−1)mni µ
n
i . (4.5)
Taking advantage of the isotropic scalar polarizabilities of this model and applying Equation 4.2, one may
reduce the energy expression to
Upolar = −1
2
∑
i,m
µmi E
m
i . (4.6)
Computationally, the determination of the induced dipoles is the most expensive step in the energy calcu-
lation. Methods to reduce this burden are discussed in the following subsection.
4.4.2 Iterative methods and the Palmo-Krimm correction
The simplest and most elegant way of determining the induced dipole moments of a system is via matrix
inversion. From Equation 4.3, one may rearrange to find the following:
αiE
m
i = αi
∑
j,n
Tmnij µ
n
j + µ
n
j , (4.7)
Emi =
∑
j,n
(
Tmnij +
1
αi
δijδ
mn
)
µnj . (4.8)
Equation 4.8 can be rewritten as a matrix equation by substituting the term in parentheses with a 3N×3N
matrix operator Aˆ,
b = Aˆx (4.9)
x = Aˆ−1b. (4.10)
Here b and x are 3N × 1 column vectors; each contains the cartesian components for each polarizable
site’s static electric field and induced dipole moment, respectively. The Aˆx = b problem is well studied
and matrix inversion routines are well refined and included in standard linear algebra packages. Regardless,
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matrix inversion scales O(N3) making these methods less than ideal for systems of more than a few dozen
sites.
An alternative approach is to use a Jacobi’s iterative method.26, 58, 109 First, one splits matrix Aˆ = Aˆ1 +
Aˆ2, such that Aˆ1 is the diagonal contribution to Aˆ, and writes
Aˆ1x = −Aˆ2x+ b, (4.11)
x = −Aˆ−11 Aˆ2x+ b. (4.12)
This leads to the iteration
x[γ + 1] = −Aˆ−11 Aˆ2x[γ] + b, (4.13)
µmi [γ + 1] = −αi
∑
j,n
Tmnij µ
n
j [γ] + αiE
m
i , (4.14)
with initial guess
x[0] = b, (4.15)
µmi [0] = αiE
m
i . (4.16)
Solution by Jacobi iteration scales as O(MN2), where M is the number of iterations required to reach
convergence. This technique, however, is unstable in moderately polarizable systems, with µni [γ] forming a
divergently oscillating sequence. Invoking Equation 4.13 recursively, in the large γ limit: γ → γ′  1, one
finds
x[γ′] =(−1)γ′+1(Aˆ−11 Aˆ2)γ
′+1b +
(−1)γ′(Aˆ−11 Aˆ2)γ
′
b+O
(
(Aˆ−11 Aˆ2)
γ′−1
)
(4.17)
Here, it is clear that the iterator is unstable in systems where (Aˆ−11 Aˆ2) ∼ αiTmnij may have spectral
radius greater than unity.
These stability concerns can be sidestepped in all but the most stubborn systems by instead performing
Gauss-Seidel iteration. The matrix operator is written as a sum of its lower and strictly-upper triangular
components
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Aˆ = AˆL∗ + AˆU , (4.18)
leading to the iteration
x[γ + 1] = −Aˆ−1L∗ AˆUx[γ] + b, (4.19)
µmi [γ + 1] = −αi
∑
j<i,n
Tmnij µ
n
j [γ + 1]
− αi
∑
j>i,n
Tmnij µ
n
j [γ] + αiE
m
i , (4.20)
whose spectral radius is typically around half that of the operator from Jacobi’s method. This iteration
reaches adequate energy convergence after a single-digit number of iterations for typical polarizable systems
with as many as 5000 polarizable sites.31
In extremely large systems, it may be worthwhile to perform the determination of induced dipoles on a
graphics processing unit. Because each Jacobi iteration only requires knowledge of the dipoles from the
previous step, it is much more amenable to parallelization. In these cases, stability issues may be resolved
by use of under-relaxation. Here, at each iteration, one averages in each newly calculated dipole vector with
its previous value. That is,
x[γ + 1] = −(1− ω)x[γ]
+ ω(−Aˆ−11 Aˆ2x[γ] + b), (4.21)
µmi [γ + 1] = −(1− ω)µmi [γ]
+ ω(−αi
∑
j,n
Tmnij µ
n
j [γ] + αiE
m
i ), (4.22)
with 0 < ω < 1. Because the under-relaxation method is much more slowly converging than Gauss-
Seidel,15 it should only be used when a parallel treatment offers a substantial speed-up and when other
parallelization techniques (e.g. tempering) are impractical.
In practice, iterating to full convergence is unneccessary. Instead, suppose iterations are only performed
for τ steps. Using ∆µmi [γ] = µ
m
i [γ]− µmi [γ − 1], we can write the dipole moment
µmi [τ ] =∆µ
m
i [τ ] + ∆µ
m
i [τ − 1]
+ . . .+ ∆µmi [1] + µ
m
i [0], (4.23)
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and the resultant induced electric field
E′mi [τ + 1] =∆E
′m
i [τ + 1] + ∆E
′m
i [τ ]
+ . . .+ ∆E′mi [1]. (4.24)
Note that there is no E′mi [0] term as this is static electric field.
From Equation 4.5
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∑
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1
2
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= −1
2
∑
i,m
µmi [τ ]E
m
i −
1
2
∑
i,m
µmi [τ ]∆E
′m
i [τ + 1]. (4.27)
The second term of Equation 4.27 is the iterative energy correction by Palmo-Krimm.77 When used along
with the Gauss-Seidel iterator from Equation 4.20, systems are found to reach adequate energy convergence
after as few as 3–4 iterations. It should be noted that although the energy is more rapidly converged here, the
Palmo-Krimm correction does not accelerate convergence of the induced dipole moments. Thus, this result
is of primary use to Monte Carlo simulation (though extension to molecular dynamics is also possible).78
4.4.3 Full-Ewald Polarization and Ewald E-Static
One way to accurately capture long-ranged polarization interactions in simulations of limited size is to take
advantage of Ewald summation: separating the interaction into short and long-ranged counterparts that are
summed in real and Fourier space, respectively. When dealing with only Coulombic interactions, the ad-
ditional computational complexity can be burdensome, but advanced methods (PPPM, fast multipole, etc.)
have been developed to mitigate this bottleneck. On the other hand, when faced with the induced field prob-
lem, Ewald summation becomes an immense chore, requiring a Fourier-space summation calculation at each
iterative step. Moreover, if one were to bypass the need for Ewald summation of polarized contributions,
one could skip the Ewald calculation of the fields altogether; direct Ewald calculation of the Coulombic en-
ergy is more efficient.
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In cases where full-Ewald polarization (FEP) is desired, one may begin by first calculating the static
electric field via standard techniques which can be found throughout the literature.1, 76, 116 The induced real-
space contribution is then calculated by including an additional screening term in the dipole interaction
tensor,
T˜mnij = T
mn
ij −∇n∇m
erfc(κrij)
rij
. (4.28)
where κ is the Ewald damping parameter (α is commonly used, but avoided here since that symbol is
already in use). In our work κ = 72L is used, where L is the interaction cutoff length — typically one-half
the shortest box dimension.
The Fourier-space contribution to the induced field is given by
E′mi,recip = −
8pi
V
∑
~h6=0
hm
h2
exp
(−h2
4κ2
)
×
(
sin
(∑
n
hnrni
)
Psin(~h) + cos
(∑
n
hnrni
)
Pcos(~h))
)
, (4.29)
with simulation box volume V , Pf(~h) defined by
Pf (~h) ≡
∑
i
(∑
m
hmµmi
)
f
(∑
n
hnrni
)
, (4.30)
and Fourier-lattice vectors
~h = l1~b1 + l2~b2 + l3~b3, (4.31)
where ~b are the Fourier-lattice basis vectors. The Fourier-space summation is typically performed over
the interior of a sphere with some fixed radius L˜ = l21 + l
2
2 + l
2
3.
An additional correction term and, if neccessary, the surface term is given by,
Emi = −
4pi
3V
(µmtotal − µmi ) +
4κ
3
√
pi
µmi
− 4pi
(2surf + 1)V
(∑
j
µmj
)
. (4.32)
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As will be seen, performing the Thole-Applequist calculation with full Ewald summation is an excep-
tionally expensive operation, but one that allows us to evaluate the accuracy and relative performance of the
more efficient Wolf summation methods presented next. Although this calculation yields the exact polariza-
tion interaction energy, shortcuts can be made while maintaining a high degree of accuracy. Using a nearest-
image cutoff (NIC) approach (e.g. cutting off all interactions at some fixed distance rc) is potentially dis-
astrous; however, performing Ewald summation for only the static electric field will be shown to be excep-
tionally accurate — the fields generated by dipoles fall off as 1/r3, so a long-range treatment of these ef-
fects is unneccessary in many cases. This is the Ewald E-Static (EES) method. In the next section, a further
step will be taken: replacing Ewald-summation altogether with an efficient Wolf-truncation method.
4.4.4 The Wolf Method
In their 1999 publication, Wolf et al. demonstrated that the major pitfall with simple nearest-image cutoff
methods in intermediate size condensed phase simulations was the lack of charge neutrality within each
cutoff radius.27, 122 That is, imposing charge neutralization via the introduction of counter-charges placed
on the each site’s cutoff sphere, one finds that the underlying Coulombic interactions are — to a good
approximation — essentially short-ranged. The Wolf-shifted potential for a system of charges qi is given by
UWolf =
∑
i 6=j
qiqj
(
1
rij
− lim
r→rc
1
r
)
, (4.33)
however, this expression leads to a slowly-decaying oscillatory behavior with respect to varying cutoff
distance rc. Fennell and Gezelter corrected this via the inclusion of error-function damping in their DSF
(damped and shifted force) version of the Wolf potential,27
UDSF =
∑
i 6=j
qiqj
[
erfc(ηrij)
rij
− erfc(ηrc)
rc
+
(
erfc(ηrc)
r2c
+
2η
pi
1
2
exp(−η2r2c )
rc
)
(rij − rc)
]
, (4.34)
where η is the Wolf damping parameter. The associated electric field at site i is given by
EmDSF,i =
∑
j
qjr
m
ij
rij
[
erfc(ηrij)
r2ij
+
2η
pi
1
2
exp(−η2r2ij)
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−
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+
2η
pi
1
2
exp(−η2r2c)
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)]
. (4.35)
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Figure 12.: A single unit cell of the 1D diatomic chain. The charges q2j and q2j−1 are chosen such that
the system is electrically neutral, but with one charge randomly selected from a uniform distribution. Odd-
numbered atoms are displaced from the center of the unit cell by δa.
It will be shown that using the field expression by Wolf et al. is only trivially more expensive than ne-
glecting long-range contributions entirely, while yielding polarization energies that are in reasonable agree-
ment with FEP. As previously mentioned, Ewald summation can still be performed to calculate the Coulom-
bic energy of the system, and at a fraction of the cost associated with an Ewald static field calculation (since
each cartesian contribution is not required).
This method of treating the long-range static field contributions via Wolf while neglecting long-range
contributions to the induced field will be referred to as Wolf E-Static (WES). While it is possible to add
damping terms or perform a potential shift to the induced contributions, no consistent enhancement of
accuracy was observed in limited tests.
4.5 Methods
Simulations were performed on a variety of systems using a publicly available open-source software pack-
age Massively Parallel Monte Carlo (MPMC)1 to gauge the accuracy of the various polarization energy
techniques described in the previous sections: EES, NIC and WES with Wolf damping η ∈ (0, 0.20) A˚−1.
All calculations were performed with nearest-image periodic boundary conditions with non-Ewald contri-
butions truncated at L/2, where L is the shortest simulation box component. Solutions to the EES, WES
1code.google.com/p/mpmc
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and NIC polarization problems were calculated via Gauss-Seidel, halting with the completion of 20 itera-
tions. FEP calculations with L˜ = 12 (see Equation 4.31) were performed via under-relaxed Jacobi method
(γ = 0.5), with iterations halting when successive iterations changed no dipole by greater than 10−7 D. FEP
solutions, when available, represent the exact solution to numerical precision and serve as a reference.
First, as a test problem, an ensemble of 1D diatomic periodic chains was produced. The charges on
even-numbered sites 2j were selected from a uniform distribution q2j ∈ (0, 1)e. Charges on odd-numbered
sites 2j − 1 were constrained such that the system was kept electrically neutral q2i−1 = −q2j . Static
polarizabilies on all sites were also chosen randomly α ∈ (0, 1) A˚3, without any additional constraints. The
lattice constant was set to a = 6 A˚, a distance typical of molecular systems, with sites placed at x2j = ja
and x2j−1 = (j + 12 + δ)a, with random offset δ ∈ (0, 0.1) A˚. For clarity, a diagram of this arrangement is
displayed in Figure 12.
For each ensemble member, the polarization energy was calculated on chains of integer length up to 10
within the simulation box. The calculations were performed using an undamped dipole interaction tensor
Tmnij = −∇n∇m
1
rij
, (4.36)
via WES, NIC and an analytical solution (given in D).
The second system under investigation was molecular N2 arranged in the model’s ground state configu-
rations for the γ- and α-crystal phases. The five-site PHAST* model for polarizable N2 was employed,19
consisting of three charged and polarizable sites: two atomic and one at the center-of-mass of the molecule;
and two massless Lennard-Jones sites that are spatially coordinated to produce an anisotropy consistent with
the Born-Oppenheimer surface as calculated from high-level ab initio methods. An exponentially-damped
dipole interaction tensor with damping parameter λ = 2.1304 A˚−1 was used; see Equation 4.4.
For each crystal phase, samples were produced of dimension 2 × 2 × 2 – 8 × 8 × 8 unit cells — up to
2048 molecules and 6144 polarizable sites — and placed in the simulation box. The polarization energy
was calculated via NIC, WES and EES and compared to FEP performed on 8× 8× 8 samples.
Finally, an ensemble of 512 gas phase states were generated via Monte Carlo for each of three systems:
five-site PHAST* polar N2 at {298 K, 200 atm} and H2, using a similar 5-site model,6 at {77 K, 100 atm}
and {298 K, 500 atm}. Grand canonical Monte Carlo was used to generate samples of desired sizes — 25,
50, 75, 100, 150, 250, 400 and 600 molecules — which were then equilibrated via NPT simulation. All
Monte Carlo was performed using EES with an exponentially-damped dipole interaction tensor due to the
excessive cost associated with FEP calculations. Post-equilibration, configurational snapshots were recorded
at each correlation time and the polarization energy recalculated using NIC, WES, EES and FEP.
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Figure 13.: (Left) RMS fractional errors in polarization energy for WES and NIC calculations on the 1D
chain plotted against the number of unit cells (2 sites/cell) present. Because the lattice constant is fixed over
the ensemble, the x-axis is directly proportional to the cutoff radius rc. (Right) The relationship between the
WES damping η and the WES energy accuracy is displayed for the 1D chain. Two effects are observed with
increasing system size: the overall dependence on damping η becomes less pronounced, and the optimal
value for η is reduced.
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Figure 14.: (Left) Absolute error as a function of the polarization energy is displayed for fixed-η ensembles
of 5-cell (10-site) chains. The magnitude of the WES energy error shows a clear η-dependence. (Right) The
root-mean-square fractional error is decomposed into systematic bias and random noise. The random error
is reduced for careful choice of η.
Results from the three studied systems are presented in the following section.
4.6 Results and Discussion
Energy calculations were performed on the 1D periodic diatomic chain using the analytical solution, WES
and NIC. NIC calculations were found to be grossly inaccurate, with root-mean-square percent error greater
than 300% in the energy for the largest chain tested: 10 unit cells / 20 polarizable sites, and worse for shorter
chains. WES calculations fared much better: for the shortest chain — 2 unit cells — errors were under 10%;
increasing the simulation box to 10 unit cells reduced the error to below 1%. While all choices of WES
damping tested performed remarkably well, larger values more accurately reproduced the true energy for
smaller chains. For larger chains, intermediate damping values were optimal, with η = 0.12 A˚−1 performing
the best for the 10-cell chain. A selection of these results is presented in the left and right panels of Figure 13.
The absolute error in WES energy over each constant-N ensemble was analyzed and found to increase
linearly with the total polarization energy, but with slope dependent on the value of η and the size of the
chain. An example is depicted in the left panel of Figure 14 for the 5-cell chains. By taking the mean
and standard deviation of the fractional error distribution over the ensemble for each choice of η, the error
was decomposed into systematic (bias) and random (noise) components, respectively. It was found that
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Figure 15.: Fractional errors in polarization energy shown as a function of WES damping for α-N2 (left)
and γ-N2 (right). A linear dependence between the position of each local minima and the damping value is
apparent for both systems.
the systematic bias in the WES energy error had no η dependence and is probably the direct result of
truncation/shifting of the electrostatic interactions. The random error, on the other hand, demonstrated a
very direct dependence on the Wolf damping parameter; see the right panel of Figure 14. It is this reduction
of random error which leads to increased accuracy observed with optimal selection of η — a choice that
may be calibrated via comparison to FEP or EES calculations.
Performing WES calculations on 3D crystalline phase N2 proved to be slightly more difficult; using an
uninformed choice of η could lead to significant errors in the γ-phase solid. For instance, η = 0.13 A˚−1
led to an error of 30% in the 3 × 3 × 3 sample; setting η = 0.29 A˚−1 reduced that error to under 1%.
As long as attention is paid to the choice of this parameter, WES can very accurately reproduce the FEP
polarization energy for these solids. As was the case for the 1D system, this choice becomes less important
as the system size becomes large: any value of η < 0.2 A˚−1 produces errors under 2% in the 8 × 8 × 8 γ-
N2 sample. Similarly, selecting η ∈ [0.08, 0.20] A˚−1 leads to errors under 2% in the 8×8×8 α-N2 sample.
Nevertheless, even a naı¨ve choice of η produced quantities with far improved accuracy compared to NIC.
Selected results are presented in Figures 15 and 16.
These 3D samples presented the first opportunity to explore the accuracy of EES calculations. Though
these calculations are somewhat more expensive than WES, EES almost identically reproduced FEP energies
with errors under 0.3% for 2× 2× 2 samples of both α- and γ-N2; see the left panel of Figure 16.
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Figure 16.: (Left) Fractional errors in polarization energy using EES, WES (η = 0.15 A˚−1) and NIC for
α-N2 (solid) and γ-N2 (dashed). (Right) Fractional root-mean-square errors for NIC, WES (η = 0.08 A˚−1)
and EES calculations on gas samples H2 {77K, 100 atm} (line), H2 {298K, 500 atm} (dash), and N2 {298K,
200 atm} (dot) are displayed.
Figure 17.: WES fractional root-mean-square errors are displayed along a range of damping values for the
three gas systems. Again, it is observed that the damping values corresponding to each minimum error show
a linear dependence to system size.
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Figure 18.: The reciprocal of the optimum WES damping parameter 1/ηopt is plotted against cutoff radius
rc for all 3D systems: gases (left) and crystalline (right). Linear regression was used to numerically extract
the interdepence between ηopt and rc.
Although the first 3D system proved to be more challenging, WES performed extremely well in the three
test gas phase systems H2 {77K, 100 atm}, H2 {298K, 500 atm}, and N2 {298K, 200 atm}. For systems
of only 25 molecules, WES reproduced the FEP energies to within 11% for all choices of η explored. This
error was reduced to under 5% when the system size was increased up to 50 molecules for careful choice
of WES damping. In the largest systems included in the trials (600 molecules), errors of about 0.5% were
found to be typical; see Figures 16 and 17.
An analysis of the WES error and its dependence on damping parameter and system size revealed that
the optimal WES damping value ηopt is related invesely to the system size. For each configuration, ηopt
was determined and its reciprocal was plotted against that configuration’s cutoff radius rc revealing a linear
relationship: 1/ηopt = c1rc+c2; see Figure 18. Linear regression was used to numerically extract the line of
best fit for each system; the regression values and associated correlation coefficients are displayed in Table
8. While these results are rather interesting at face value, the implication is of far more importance: optimal
WES damping can be predicted from calculations on very small number of test systems and extrapolated to
larger simulations.
EES also performed quite well in terms of polarization energy accuracy on the gas samples, with errors
in the vicinity of 5% for 25-molecule systems. This error quickly decayed to ∼1% as the system sizes was
increased up to 100 molecules; see Figure 16.
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Figure 19.: The decomposition of the polarization energy into first- (solid) and higher-order (dashed) errors
is displayed for the 1D chain (left), N2 − γ solid (middle) and bulk H2 (right). WES errors are shown in
blue for the same damping η values displayed in previous figures. EES higher-order errors are shown in red
when applicable.
Figure 20.: Benchmarks from serial calculations performed using MPMC on Trestles at San Diego Super-
computing Center. Five methods were tested: FEP, EES, WES, NIC and WES(*) using a lookup table to
bypass repeated evaluation of the complementary error function. Times displayed are the sum of five steps
of the iterative solver and the associated overhead, including calculation of static electric fields.
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Table 8: Regression parameters and correlation coefficient for the functional form 1/ηopt = c1rc + c2.
System c1 c2 / A˚ PCC
H2 {77K, 100atm} 0.49235 1.1582 0.9870244
H2 {298K, 500atm} 0.48898 1.1911 0.987806
N2 {298K, 200atm} 0.47173 0.9939 0.9839793
α-N2 0.22985 2.8481 0.9581973
γ-N2 0.29756 1.6936 0.9350173
Additional insight can be uncovered via the partitioning of the polarization energy error into the first-
order static field contribution and the higher-order error attributed primarily to the induced field,
Upolar =− 1
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It was expected that errors from higher-order terms would be larger due to the positive feedback from the
self consistent calculation of the induced fields; that is, any error in the static field will affect the first-order
dipoles, which in turn leads to an increased error in the second and higher orders. In addition, in WES and
EES, greater care is taken in the treatment of the static fields, whereas boundaries are given a nearest-image
treatment during the induced field calculations. For the 1D chain, we found that this expectation is realized,
though not to an extreme degree. For the majority of chain lengths and damping values η explored, the
higher-order root-mean-square percent error is found to be larger, but by less than an order of magnitude.
This trend is repeated in both the bulk and solid samples. Indeed, in the solid samples the first-order and
higher-order rms percent errors are larger, but by less than one percent. This indicates that the higher-order
error is, in some cases, almost entirely derived from inaccuracies in the static field; the weaker treatment
of induced fields does not necessarily play a significant role in the accumulation of error. A subset of the
results is displayed in Figure 19.
In all trials on three dimensional samples, it was found that the EES treatment provides a higher degree of
accuracy than WES. However, this improvement is not without cost. Benchmarks for polarization calcula-
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tions including five steps of the iterative solver plus the associated overhead (including calculation of static
electric fields) were performed on Trestles at San Diego Supercomputing Center using the MPMC software
package and are displayed in Figure 20. Here the immense cost of FEP calculations is easily seen: evalu-
lation of the FEP energy for a system of 100 molecules takes ∼3 seconds; the same system requires only
∼0.15 seconds for EES and∼0.05 seconds for WES. Furthermore, implementing WES using a table lookup
for evaluation of the complementary error function offers a slight additional speedup, making WES nearly
as efficient as the dangerously inaccurate NIC method.
Suppose that one is to perform one-million energy evaluations for a particular simulation. Using FEP on
a system of 50 molecules would require more than two weeks of CPU time. In this same timeframe, one
could instead simulate a system of 400 molecules using WES or just over 300 molecules via EES. In most
cases, the choice between WES and EES is simply a balancing act between performance and accuracy. On
the other hand, using FEP and limiting oneself to 50 molecules could lead to artifacts and poor evaluation
of other energy functions if proper care is not taken.
Modifications to the FEP routines, including the implementation of fast particle-mesh methods, paral-
lelization and Gauss-Seidel iteration, along with some compromises (e.g., an increase in error tolerance or
more rapid truncation of the Fourier-space sum) can offer additional speedups to the FEP (and EES) method.
Even so, WES and EES are extremely attractive options due to the high degree of accuracy offered and rel-
ative simplicity and efficiency.
4.7 Conclusions
Polarization interactions, while becoming increasingly important in the simulation of various molecular sys-
tems, can be prohibitively slow, particularly for systems with several hundred polarization sites. Here, we
introduced and characterized the advantages offered by two high-speed alternatives to full Ewald polariza-
tion: EES and WES. The EES method, which pairs an Ewald static field calculation with the induced field
restricted to only nearest images is best suited for small-to-intermediate sized systems. It offers high accu-
racy, typically in the range of 2-5% for the smallest systems tested — 25 molecule gases and 2× 2× 2 crys-
tal N2 unit cells — while potentially offering a factor of∼10 speedup over FEP methods. The WES method
pairs the Wolf-shifted-and-damped static field with the nearest-image induced field and works well on large
systems. Energies calculated via WES can be as large as 20% but with proper choice of damping param-
eter η, can be reduced to only a few percent for adequately sized systems: the optimal damping parameter
for a particular system of interest can be easily extrapolated from tests on smaller trial systems. Moreover,
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WES offers an additional factor of ∼2 speedup, when compared to EES, and is only very slightly slower
than NIC calculations when steps are taken to optimize the calculation (e.g. using a table lookup for error
function evaluation).
In the cases studied in this work, EES always produced highly accurate polarization energies; however,
it is possible that, for instance, highly-ordered systems or systems that are not charge-neutral may prove to
be problematic. Nevertheless, we highly recommend the use of EES for polarization calculations on sys-
tems of up to a few hundred sites. For larger systems, or when greater efficiency is required, WES may
be used. Based on our experience, the following procedure is recommended for proper damping parame-
ter calibration. First, generate 5-10 sample configurations from two similar, but smaller test systems (of dif-
fering sizes). Next, perform FEP energy calculations on each sample, followed by WES calculations for
η ∈ (0.05, 0.25) A˚−1. For each configuration, determine the damping value η that produces the least error.
If the local minima are not in the range of η specified, larger/smaller values should be sampled. Finally, use
extrapolation, as seen in Figure 18, to obtain the optimal parameter value.
There is an opportunity to futher improve the accuracy of WES and EES calculation by introducing
damping to induced field terms or via the inclusion of other more advanced Wolf techniques.34, 64, 125 While
no consistent improvement in accuracy was observed in limited tests, the inclusion of damping did lead to a
noticable reduction of error for some select trial systems.
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Chapter 5
Models of Friction in Quasicrystallographic Surfaces
5.1 Abstract
In a 2005 article in Science,82 Park et al. measured in vacuum the friction between a coated atomic-force-
microscope tip and the clean two-fold surface of an AlCoNi quasicrystal. Because the two-fold surface is
periodic in one direction and aperiodic in the perpendicular direction, frictional anisotropy is not unexpected;
however, the magnitude of that anisotropy, a factor of eight, is unprecedented. Using various computational
models, we investigate the various mechanisms, in particular, quasiperiodicity, that may give rise to this
anisotropy.
5.2 Introduction
Since the discovery of the quasicrystal, in 1982,102 quasicrystals (QCs) have been the focus of countless
theoretical and experimental investigations. The low thermal conductivity of nearly defect-free QCs,38
strong hydrogen adsorption properties of titanium-based QCs38, 53 and the generic resistance to corrosion
and abrasion38, 88, 111 are only a few of the properties that have brought interest to QCs. Although these
properties are still not well understood, it has been particularly difficult to pinpoint the physical mechanisms
that are fundamentally responsible for the nearly universal low surface friction possessed by QCs.92
For some time, the difference in surface friction between QCs and periodic crystals was believed to
primarily result from differences in hardness and surface chemistry.38, 112 However, a 2003 experiment
found a two-fold difference in friction coefficients between an isosahedral-AlPdMn quasicrystal and nearby
crystalline approximant,65 perhaps suggesting that the quasiperiodicity of a system may also play some
role in friction. Then, in 2005, Park et al. measured an eight-fold frictional ansiotropy along the sur-
face of decagonal-AlCoNi which possessed coexisting periodic and aperiodic axes via atomic force mi-
croscopy.81–83 Later, this affect was reproduced with us of a pin-on-disk apparatus.80
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All of the experimental results seem to implicate the general property of quasiperiodicity as being largely
responsible for the low friction observed in these systems. Despite this, here we shall present several com-
putational models which seems to suggest that this not the case: that the properties that lead to low friction
on these surfaces may still be a mystery.
5.3 Molecular Dynamics of d-AlCoNi Approximants
The most obvious method for reproducing the frictional response of quasicrystals computationally is via
molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations. Unfortunately, MD simulations are not perfect replicas of the phys-
ical world; they are only as good as the structures and potentials available. While we are grateful to Marek
Mihalkovicˆ for providing the pair potentials used,72 by definition, pair potentials do not include any many-
body interactions, which are of great importance in describing the interactions of most solids. Moreover, MD
simulations are computationally expensive, and therefore set very restrictive limits on the sliding velocities
and the size of the samples used, the latter of which further restricts us to relatively small unit-cell quasicrys-
tallographic approximants. MD simulations also completely ignore electronic degrees of freedom, which
may play an important role in the frictional anisotropy.112 Despite these shortcomings, MD simulations
have been used extensively throughout the literature to model tribology of periodic systems39, 40, 45, 56, 103, 107
due to their ability to accurately reproduce many of the complicated dynamical effects present.
Simulations of d-AlCoNi were performed using Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simu-
lator (LAMMPS)89 on units cells with sizes of up to 50,000 atoms, constructed from a 343-atom approxi-
mant.1 Two different surface terminations were used, both with features described experimentally by Park et
al.81 The samples were divided into three sections: atoms were held perfectly rigid on the base, a Langevin
thermostat was applied to the intermediate layers and atoms near the surface were unconstrained; see fig-
ure 21. Meanwhile, the tip was constructed from a BCC unit cell, and has size relative to the size of sam-
ple, with the largest having a total of 1600 atoms. All of the tip atoms were also held rigid, and were cou-
pled by a spring with force constant k, to an atom fixed in space. The sample and tip atoms interacted via
a Lennard-Jones potential. Each simulation commenced with 0.002 fs timesteps, by raising the rigid sec-
tion of the base, compressing the tip against the surface of the sample. When the desired compression was
reached, resulting in pressures P ∈ [0, 10.8] GPa, the samples were given time to equilibrate. Finally, the
rigid section of the base was assigned a constant velocity, vslide ∈ (1.0, 7.5) m/s, in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the surface, and the forces were measured at 0.02 fs intervals.
1Courtesy of Mike Widom.
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Figure 21.: In our simulations with the T11 approximant, the sample is divided into three regions. The
sliding region is completely rigid and is given an constant velocity perpendicular to the direction of com-
pression, a Langevin thermostat is applied to the middle region, while the atoms at the interface are uncon-
strained. The tip is entirely rigid and is coupled to the “bob” atom which is fixed in space.
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Figure 22.: (Left) Friction as a function of load force for a surface termination of T11. The frictional
anisotropy is clear, but in a reversed sense to that measured by Park et al. (Right) Choosing a more stable
surface termination eliminates the frictional anisotropy altogether.
Simulations performed on the first of two surface terminations revealed a clear frictional anisotropy, but
with the friction lower in the periodic sliding direction by about a factor of 2.0, contrary to the experimental
results by Park et al. However, this particular surface termination proved to be unstable with some sample
atoms dissociating and adsorbing to the tip. Later simulations with a more stable surface termination elim-
inated this effect, but detected no frictional anisotropy whatsoever; see figure 22. These results were ob-
tained using a 3094 atom sample with T = 0 K, vslide = 5 m/s, and k = 1 eV/A˚2, and are in qualitative
agreement with simulations performed on a range of computationally feasible parameters.
Unfortunately, in these simulations, the failure to reproduce the anisotropy of Park et al. does not help
significantly aid in the understanding of friction in QCs. It’s entirely possible that reducing the sliding
velocity to realistic values, using a more sophisticated potential, or building the sample from a higher-order
approximant could bring the results into qualitative agreement with experiment. In the following section,
we will employ a model quasicrystal which will circumvent the latter of these two shortcomings.
5.4 Molecular Dynamics of a Generic Quasicrystal Model
Rather than trying to reproduce the Park experiment, our next model was designed to single-out the feature
thought most important to the low friction property: quasiperiodicity. The model structure, Fibonaccium, is a
conventional cubic crystal whose masses are modulated in such a way to adjust to “order of quasiperiodicity”
along two axes. To do this, we took a two-dimensional grid and labeled each column – either L or S –
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Figure 23.: 5th-order Fibonaccium built from iron (BCC) unit cells. In simulations with this structure, we
employ the embedded-atom method (EAM) potential from reference 71. Key: mblue = mLL, mgreen =
mLS = mSL, mred = mSS .
according to some finite Fibonacci sequence, then repeated for each row. With each grid cell having a label,
LL, LS, SL, or SS, we converted each cell to a cubic crystal unit cell whose atoms had mass mLL, mSS , and
mLS = mSL = (mLL +mSS/2 arriving with the unit cell for a quasicrystal approximant; see figure 23.
Two types of Fibonaccium were constructed. BCC-Fibonaccium was constructed by modulating the
masses of BCC iron and was simulated using a many-body embedded-atom potential.71 SC-Fibonaccium
was built by modulating a simple-cubic structure with lattice constant a = 3.0 A˚, and was simulated via an
isotropic pair potential developed by Rechtsman et al.95
In addition, we also developed two methods to construct samples with varying degrees of quasiperiodic-
ity: the continuous and the discete method. The continuous method was to choose a single approximant2 and
2That is, a sample with mass modulation corresponding to some finite Fibonacci sequence.
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Figure 24.: (Left) Frictional aniostropy as a function of mass ratio for BCC-Fibonaccium using the contin-
uous method. (Right) The average frictional force as a function of load for mLL/mSS = 25. Even for such
a large mass ratio, we find no evidence of frictional anisotropy.
setting the ratio mLL/mSS ∈ [1,∞). Setting the ratio to unity would recover the cubic structure, while in-
creasing that value yields a quasicrystal approximant; the larger the ratio, the more the sample distinguishes
itself from it’s cubic origin. The discrete method was to generate a series of approximants whose unit cells
correspond to Fibonacci sequences of different lengths.
The continuous method was implemented for a 1024-atom sixth-order BCC-Fibonaccium sample, corre-
sponding to the Fibonacci sequence of length 8. The light mass mLL was kept fixed and equal to the atomic
mass of iron, mSS = 55.845 amu, while the heavy mass was varied, taking one of six possible values:
mLL ∈ [55.85, 1406.25] amu. The simulations were configured using the same procedure used for T11-
AlCoNi. The tip-sample system was compressed to produce a load between −3.3 and 5.8 eV/A˚2, and the
tip was dragged along the surface for a total of 3.6 nanoseconds at 5.0 m/s at T = 0 K. The results are pre-
sented in figure 24. Though the individual data points appear to be quite noisy, extracting the coefficients of
friction, via linear regression, reduced the error to 4%, and no frictional anisotropy was detected.
The discrete method was implemented on both BCC- and SC-Fibonaccium to build samples of up to
tenth-order. BCC-Fibonaccium samples consisted of approximately 12000-atoms, and were simulated at
both, T = 0 K and T = 150 K, with two choices for the spring constant k = 1, 10 eV/A˚2. The masses
were chosen to be mLL = 200 au and mSS = 50 au, and a sliding velocity of 5.0 m/s was used. For SC-
Fibonaccium, samples consisted of approximately 31000-atoms, and sliding velocities as low as 0.5 m/s
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Figure 25.: The frictional force (versus load) for the 31000-atom SC-Fibonaccium sample simulated with
T = 300 K, k = 0.1 eV/A˚2 and vslide = 0.5 m/s. Samples were of order 3 and 55, (left) and (right),
respectively. Despite a large difference in the unit-cell periodicity, no significant differences in the frictional
response were observed.
were used. Thirteen different compressions were used, with loads Fload ∈ [0.45, 17.5] eV/
A — corresponding to pressures P ∈ [0.06, 2.43] GPa.
Like the continuous method, however, no significant difference in the frictional behavior between the
two sliding directions was observed for any of the approximants, nor was there any substantial difference
between the approximants; see figure 25.
5.5 Modelling Quasiperiodicity as a 1D Stochastic Differential Equation
Because molecular-dynamics simulations are computationally expensive, we were unable to probe sliding
velocities comparable to those used in experiment, while retaining reasonably sized samples. To circumvent
this issue, we appealed to a simpler model.
We started from the stochastic-differential equation approach developed by Prandtl and Tomlinson9, 37, 66, 115
which describes the dynamics of a point-like tip coupled, via spring, to second body moving with veloc-
ity vslide, dragged along some surface with corrugation described by a potential U(x). Adding terms to de-
scribe thermal fluctuations and Markovian-noise, one arrives with,
mx¨+
∂
∂x
U(x) + k(x− vslidet) +mγx˙+R(t) = 0, (5.1)
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where m is the mass of the tip, k is the spring constant and R(t) obeys the fluctiation-dissipation relation,
〈R(t)R(t′)〉 = 2mγkBTδ(t− t′). (5.2)
Approximant quasiperiodic surfaces are then generated using the potential,
U(x) = U1cos(
2pixtip
b
) + U2cos(
2pixtip
b′
), (5.3)
and setting b/b′ equal to the quotient of two consecutive Fibonacci numbers Fibn+1/Fibn. For increasing
n the potential becomes increasingly incommensurate, and in the limit n → ∞ the ratio b/b′ converges to
the golden mean, yielding a perfectly quasiperiodic potential; see figure 26
Calculations were performed using Van Gunsteren and Berendsen’s algorithm117 for seven choices of
approximants, over a range of temperatures T ∈ (0, 395) K. The constant U1 was held fixed, while U2 was
chosen such that the power, P = limx→∞ 1x
∫ x
−x U(x
′)2dx′, was fixed for each approximant. The lengths
a = b = 0.3 nm and power P = 0.676 eV2 were used, and calculations were run for temperatures in the
range T ∈ [0, 395] K. The results are shown in figure 27.
Although some differences in the frictional response were observed between some of the lower-order
approximants, the traces for approximants of third-order and higher are identical, and at higher temperatures,
the second-order approximant is also indistinguishable.
5.6 Conclusions
We have implemented three models in an attempt to understand the phenonenon of low surface friction
on quasicrystals and how it related to quasiperiodicity. Although we were unable to reproduce frictional
anisotropy using these models, these shortcomings may be the key to understanding the mechanisms respon-
sible. In the stochasic ODE approach, these are several aspects that deserve scrutiny, but the most obvious
is the lack of atomicity. Without atoms there are neither phonons nor electrons, but rather a viscosity-like
mechanism for energy dissipation. Though it seems reasonable to model the transfer of energy away from
the surface of the sample via heat diffusion, this eliminates the possibility of coupling between phonons and
electrons, as well as ignoring the existence of extended states.
In the molecular-dynamics simulations, the most obvious weakness is the large sliding velocity, which
experimentally never exceeded 10−4 m/s. It is possible that the large velocities used in the simulations
simply washed out the effects that produce the frictional anisotropy. On the other hand, we did not observe
any trends in the frictional response when lowering from vslide = 5 m/s to 0.5 m/s. Moreover, it is unclear
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Figure 26.: Two examples of the potentials used in these calculations. For b/b′ = 3/2 (dotted) we have a
periodic unit cell of 0.9 nm, repeating three times with the bounds of the graph, while b/b′ = 144/89 (solid)
boasts a cell of size 4.32 nm.
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Figure 27.: Temperature dependence for select quasiperiodic approximants within the generalized Prandtl-
Tomlinson model. Very little difference between all approximants of third-order (b/b′ = 5/3 – not shown)
and higher is observed.
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whether a further reduction of velocity should alter the physics in any appreciable way, as we are already
well below the characterstic speeds for our system: the lattice constant times spring frequency a
√
k
mtip
=
660 m/s, and the speed of sound in Fibonaccium, which we estimate to be on the order of 105 m/s.
A second major deficiency is our lack of long-range potentials. The Rechtsman potential decays to zero
quickly after the local minima at the second nearest-neighbor distance 3
√
2 A˚,95 the Widom-Moriary poten-
tials used are truncated at 7 A˚to enhance stability,121 and the EAM potentials are cut-off at 5.3 A˚. Clearly
long range interactions are responsible for the stability of real-life quasicrystals, and such interactions may
also ehance the effects of quasiperiodicity as each atom will interact with a large portion of the unit cell.
Third, the MD calculations lack electronic and accessible phason degrees of freedom. The electronic
states may play a particularly important role, since d-AlCoNi and other quasicrystals are semi-metals. More-
over, quasiperiodicity affects electronic structure in a peculiar way, introducing a fractlelike structure rid-
dled with Van Hove singularities.13 Perhaps this, or some other electronic effect is the true culprit behind
the low friction phenonenon.
In any case, it is, of course, possible that quasiperiodicity is not at all responsible for these low-friction
surfaces, but then is no other mechanism which we can really attribute this responsibility. There are isntances
in which arguments involving hardness, adhesion, or registry make sense, but none of these mechanisms can
universally explain all occurences of low-friction quasicrystalline surfaces.
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Chapter 6
Comment on “Origin of Friction Anisotropy on a Quasicrystal Surface”
6.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains content previously published in Physical Review Letters 107 (2011): 209401, and has
been reproduced within the guidelines provided by the American Institute of Physics.
6.2 Abstract
Filippov et al.29, 30 suggest that the giant frictional anisotropy observed with atomic-force microscopy
(AFM) on the two-fold surface of a decagonal quasicrystal79, 82, 83 could be due, in part, to differing length
scales in the quasiperiodic x and periodic y directions rather than to quasiperiodicity. The numerical calcu-
lations they present do not justify the conclusion. Here, we address three main points: first, the parameters in
Ref.30 do not actually test the hypothesis. We compare the authors’ results to those of two direct tests. Sec-
ond, we point out an ambiguity in the authors’ interpretation of the scanning-tunneling-microscope (STM)
images in the experiment and find that when the images are correctly understood, the same model gives re-
sults contrary to the conclusion of Ref.30 Third, we discuss broader experimental reasons to expect dynam-
ics in the sample to dominate dissipation in the AFM cantilever, the mechanism in Ref.30
To distinguish effects of length scales and quasiperiodicity, we considered a potential that is periodic in
both directions, with y values unchanged but an x-periodicity set to the mean of the letter’s quasiperiodic
spacings, preserving the peak shapes and scales. The resulting friction is 63% larger in the y than in the (for-
merly aperiodic) x direction. While considerably smaller than the anisotropies in Ref.30 and the experiment,
this result is compatible qualitatively with the conclusion that quasiperiodicity may be less important than
length scale. This conclusion is further compatible with one-dimensional calculations we have carried out
using a potential that can be tuned continuously from periodic to quasiperiodic,67 where the friction shows
no systematic change.
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One is left wondering whether the frictional anisotropy in the model of Ref.30 is influenced more by
anisotropy in peak spacings or in peak shapes. To test this, we kept the peak positions as in Ref.30 but set
the two peak widths equal (0.16nm). The result was a≈ 29% frictional anisotropy in the reversed sense: the
quasiperiodic direction showed greater friction. The authors’ result, therefore, rests on anisotropy in peak
width more than on peak spacing. However, we find no compelling justification for their choice of peak
widths.
The widths and spacings of Ref.30 appear to be inferred from only the most prominent features of STM
images. However, apparent heights in these images are strongly influenced by electronic effects81 and do not
correspond to topography felt by an AFM tip. Experimental STM images combined with a bulk structural
refinement show nearly equivalent atomic rows closer by a factor of τ2 than those selected by the authors,
where τ = (1 +
√
5)/2. When we re-run the model with all x-direction lengths shortened by τ2, we find
that the peak friction occurs not in the periodic direction but at an angle of roughly 40◦, contrary to Fig. 2a
of Ref.30
In short, the anisotropy and its origin are quite sensitive to the parameters chosen. However, experimen-
tal frictional anisotropy, for this surface, is robust. It is observed with AFM under widely different condi-
tions.80, 82 It is also observed with a much larger (20µ contact diameter) pin-on-disk apparatus after the pin
breaks through the native oxide layer.80 The pin-on-disk experiment does not include an AFM cantilever, so
the mechanism must be different. In all cases, friction is lowest in the quasiperiodic direction. In addition,
it has long been known that quasicrystals show lower macroscopic surface friction than do periodic phases
of similar composition.4 We suggest that the origin of the friction anisotropy on the two-fold decagonal sur-
face remains an open question. Phonons are an obvious candidate but may not suffice; electronic effects
may also play a role. As Filippov et al. note, such effects are missed in their Langevin approach.
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Appendix A
Erratum to “A Molecular H2 Potential with CDVDW”
A.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains content previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics 137 (2012): 129901-
129901, and has been reproduced within the guidelines provided by the American Institute of Physics.
A.2 Erratum
In our previous publication,69 ab initio quadrupole and polarization tensor values were reported at the
Hartree-Fock level of theory rather than CCSD(T). At this level of theory, the quadrupole is 0.456 a.u., and
the polarization tensor is
αˆH2 =

0.6787 0 0
0 0.6787 0
0 0 0.9471
 A˚3. (A.1)
Both calculations used the aug-cc-pv5z basis set.
The CCSD(T) quadrupole is nearly 10% smaller; however the magnitude of the published POLAR-ADJQ
quadrupole fit differs by only 1.5% and the VDW-ADJQ value is correct to all reported significant figures.
The polarization tensors at both levels of theory match to two significant figure and do not significantly
change the resultant fits.
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Appendix B
Derivation of Coupled-Dipole Matrix Equation
In Chapter 1, the induced dipole matrix problem was modified to arrive at the coupled-dipole matrix equa-
tion; equation 1.21. In doing so, the Drude frequency dependence was assigned to each dipole polarizability:
α→ α(ω) = αω
2
ω2 − ω¯2 . (B.1)
Although several authors46, 47, 54, 55, 75, 96 use this substitution, the origin of this expression is not given.
Rather than use this ubiquitous substitution, we will demonstrate an alternate path to the coupled-dipole
matrix equation.
Consider the system proposed by Drude: two molecules, each represented as two point-particles with
charges Qi and −Qi and connected by a spring with force constant ki = miω2i ; see Figure 28.97 Here mi
and ωi are the mass and vacuum characteristic frequency of molecule i, respectively.
Without loss of generality, we will work in 1D. The total energy can be written in terms of the vector
r = [r1, r2],
UT =
1
2
∑
i
mir˙
2 +
∑
i,j
riFijrj , (B.2)
where Fij describes the interactions between molecules i and j for i 6= j, and any self interactions for
i = j. For the system at hand, we have
Figure 28.: A system of polarizable molecules, each consisting of two oppositely-charged sites connected
by a spring.
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Fij =
 −12k1 −Q1Q2R3
−Q1Q2
R3
−12k2
 = −1
2
kiδij +
QiQj
R3
(δij − 1). (B.3)
We would like to perform a similarity transformation, mapping [r1, r2] → [r′1, r′2] and diagonalizing the
interaction matrix, thereby decoupling the cross-terms. Defining αi ≡ Q
2
i
ki
and using ωi =
√
ki/mi, we find
Fij = −1
2
miω
2
i δij +
√
αiαj
√
mimjωiωj
R3
(δij − 1), (B.4)
= −1
2
(√
mimj
)
·
[( 1
αi
δij + 2
1
R3
(δij − 1)
)(
ωiωj
√
αiαj
)]
, (B.5)
= −1
2
(√
mimj
)
·
[( 1
αi
δij + T
1D
ij
)(
ωiωj
√
αiαj
)]
, (B.6)
where T 1ij is the 1D dipole interaction tensor. One may factor the leading coefficient out of the summation
and distribute the expression in the first parentheses into the vectors r → q = [√m1r1,√m2r2]. The
remaining factor is now the interaction matrix and is identified to be the coupled-dipole matrix,
Cij =
( 1
αi
δij + T
1D
ij
)
ωiωj
√
αiαj (B.7)
= Aijωiωj
√
αiαj . (B.8)
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Appendix C
Acceptance Rules in Monte Carlo Ensembles
In Monte Carlo simulation, the principles of statistical mechanics require that moves (e.g., rotations, dis-
placements, insertions, deletions) obey balance. The software package, MPMC, is able to perform moves
within a variety of different statistical ensembles, and accept or reject each change such that — a stronger
condition — detailed balance is obeyed. In sections C.1 and C.2, we follow the treatment in reference 32 to
derive the NPT and µVT acceptance critera. We then extend this treatment to multiple species systems in
section C.3.
C.1 NPT Ensemble
In the NPT ensemble, we typically imagine a piston of volume V with N particles, contained in a larger
system with total volume VT and particle number NT . Holding the volume of the piston fixed, we can write
the partition function as follows:
Q(N,V, β) =
V N
Λ3NN !
∫
dsNexp(−βU), (C.1)
with inverse temperature β, thermal wavelength Λ, volume V , and the integration taken over all positions
and momenta s. However, allowing volume to be “exchanged” between the piston sub-system and it’s con-
taining environment, the produce of the partition functions for each individual system becomes the quantity
of interest,
Q(N,NT , V, VT , β) =
V N (VT − V )NT−N
Λ3NTN !(NT −N)!
∫
dsNT−N
∫
dsNexp(−βU). (C.2)
Now, taking the limit as the containing system becomes infinitely large
(
VT → ∞, NT → ∞, and
(VT − V )NT−N = V NT−NT (1 − V/VT )NT−N → V NT−NT exp(−NT−NVT V ) → V
NT−N
T exp(−βPV )
)
, we
can write the probability of finding the piston subsystem in a state with volume V ,
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NV = Q(N,NT , V, VT , β)∑
iQ(N,NT , Vi, VT , β)
, (C.3)
=
V N (VT − V )NT−N
∫
dsNexp(−βU)∫ VT
0 dV
′V ′N (VT − V ′)NT−N
∫
dsNexp(−βU ′)
, (C.4)
=
V Nexp(−βPV ) ∫ dsNexp(βU)∫ VT
0 dV
′V ′Nexp(−βPV ′) ∫ dsNexp(−βU ′) , (C.5)
∝ V Nexp(−βPV )exp(−βU), (C.6)
where U ′ is the potential energy of the subsystem described by coordinates s and volume V ′.
Detailed balanced requires that the probability of a transition from state Si to state Sj occurs exactly as
often as the reverse operation. Thus, we can only accept such moves with probability Pi→j = min(1,
Nj
Ni ).
Thus, we find,
PV→V ′ =
exp
(
− β[U ′ + PV ′ −Nβ−1lnV ′])
exp
(
− β[U + PV −Nβ−1lnV ]) , (C.7)
= exp
(
− β∆U − βP∆V +N lnV
′
V
)
. (C.8)
C.2 µVT Ensemble
Grand Canonical Monte Carlo is of particular importance for performing simulations of gas sorbates in
metal-organic materials, a task that is necesssary for developing improved materials for gas storage and
separation applications.
Using arguments similar to those from the previous section, we can find the the Grand Canonical partition
function,
Q(µ, V, β) =
∞∑
N=0
exp(βµN)V N
Λ3NN !
∫
dsNexp(−βUN ), (C.9)
with chemical potential µ.
Suppose an insertion move is performed N − 1→ N . The probability of finding the system in the initial
state is
NN−1 = exp (βµ(N − 1))V
N−1exp(−βUN−1)
Λ3(N−1)(N − 1)! . (C.10)
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The probability of finding the system in the final state is then
NN = exp (βµN)V
Nexp(−βUN )
Λ3NN !
. (C.11)
For deletion moves we have N + 1→ N . The probability associated with finding the system in the initial
state is
N ′N+1 = exp (βµ(N + 1))V
NT+1exp(−βUN+1)
Λ3(N+1)(N + 1)!
; (C.12)
the probability associated with the final state is given in equation C.11.
Invoking detailed balanced, insertion moves should be accepted with probability
P(Ni−1)→N = min
(
1,
V
Λ3N
e−β∆U+βµ
)
, (C.13)
(C.14)
and deletion moves with probability
P(Ni+1)→N = min
(
1,
Λ3(N + 1)
V
e−β∆U−βµ
)
. (C.15)
(C.16)
C.3 µiVT Ensemble
In order to calculate sorbate selectivities in MOFs and better understand separation chemistry, it is necessary
to extend our treatment of GCMC to multiple sorbate systems.
Suppose the Ni − 1 → Ni move is performed for a system with multiple species present i ∈ I , then the
probability of the system being in the initial state is
NNi−1 =
exp (βµi(Ni − 1)) exp
(
β
∑
j 6=i µjNj
)
V NT−1exp(−βUNi−1)
Λ3(NT−1)(Ni − 1)! Πj 6=iNj !
, (C.17)
with inverse temperature β, NT =
∑
j Nj , thermal wavelength Λ, volume V , and chemical potentials µj .
The probability of finding the system in the final state is then
NNi =
exp (βµiNi) exp
(
β
∑
j 6=i µjNj
)
V NT exp(−βUNi)
Λ3(NT )(Ni)! Πj 6=iNj !
. (C.18)
In MPMC, an insertion of type i will occur with weight w+Ni = 1/n, where n is the number of unique
sorbates, e.g. for every n insertion moves, sorbate i will, on average, be inserted once.
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For deletion moves we have Ni + 1 → Ni. The probability associated with finding the system in the
initial state is
N ′Ni+1 =
exp (βµi(Ni + 1)) exp
(
β
∑
j 6=i µjNj
)
V NT+1exp(−βUNi+1)
Λ3(NT+1)(Ni + 1)! Πj 6=iNj !
; (C.19)
the probability associated with the final state is given in equation C.18.
Deletions are performed by choosing a sorbate molecule at random from the system. Thus, the deletion
of a sorbate molecule of type i will occur with weight w−(Ni+1) = (Ni + 1)/(NT + 1).
Therefore, insertion moves should be accepted with probability
P(Ni−1)→N = min
(
1,
w−Ni
w+(Ni−1)
N(Ni)
N(Ni−1)
)
(C.20)
= min
(
1, n
eβµi−β∆UV
Λ3NT
)
, (C.21)
and deletion moves with probability
P(Ni+1)→N = min
(
1,
w−(Ni+1)
w+N
N(Ni)
N(Ni+1)
)
(C.22)
= min
(
1,
(NT + 1)
n
e−βµi+β∆UΛ3
V
)
. (C.23)
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Appendix D
Analytic Solution to the 1D Diatomic Chain
D.1 Note to Reader
This chapter contains content previously published in The Journal of Chemical Physics 139 (2013): 184112,
and has been reproduced within the guidelines provided by the American Institute of Physics.
D.2 Analytic Solution
Here we derive the analytical potential energy, fields and dipole moments for the periodic 1D diatomic chain
depicted in Figure 12. Letting the chain be aligned along the cartesian z-axis, one can write the z-component
of the static electric field at even-numbered site 2i as such:
Ez2i = −
∑
j 6=i
qjsgn(zij)
z2ij
, (D.1)
where zij = zi−zj and sgn(z) is the signum function. Splitting the sum into odd and even terms produces
Ez2i = −q1
∑
j
sgn(zi,2j−1)
z2i,2j−1
− q0
∑
k
sgn(zi,2k)
z2i,2k
. (D.2)
By symmetry, the even term is identically zero. The odd term can be rewritten as
Ez2i = −q1
∑
m
sgn
(
a
2 (1 + δ) +ma
)(
a
2 (1 + δ) +ma
)2 (D.3)
= − q1
a2
[
ψ(1)
(
1+δ
2
)− ψ(1)(1−δ2 )] (D.4)
= − q1
a2
∆1, (D.5)
with ∆n ≡ ψ(n)
(
1+δ
2
)
+ (−1)nψ(n)(1−δ2 ) and ψ(n)(x) the nth-order Polygamma function.
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Again, invoking symmetry we have
Ez2i−1 = −Ez2i = −
q0
a2
∆1, (D.6)
The induced field is written as a linear combination of the undamped dipole interaction tensor acting on
each dipole. The z-component for even-numbered sites can be written as
E′z2i = −
(∑
j,n
Tˆmn2i−1,jµ
n
j
)z (D.7)
= 2
∑
j 6=2i
µzj
|z2i,j |3 (D.8)
=
2µz1
a3
∑
m
1
|m+ 1+δ2 |3
+
2µ0
a3
∑
n6=0
1
|n|3 (D.9)
Each sum can be rewritten and simplified by splitting the first into m < 0 and m ≥ 0 parts, and invoking
symmetry for the second:
E′z2i =
2µz1
a3
(∑
m=0
1
(m+ 1+δ2 )
3
+
∑
m′=0
1
(m′ + 1−δ2 )
3
)
+
4µz0
a3
ζ(3) (D.10)
= −µ
z
1
a3
[
ψ(2)
(
1+δ
2
)
+ ψ(2)
(
1−δ
2
) ]
+
4µz0
a3
ζ(3) (D.11)
= −µ
z
1
a3
∆2 +
4µz0
a3
ζ(3), (D.12)
where ζ(x) is the Riemann zeta function. Likewise, it can be shown that the z-component of the odd
induced field is given by
E′z2i−1 = −
µz0
a3
∆2 +
4µz1
a3
ζ(3). (D.13)
Next, one can write the dipole moments of the system using Equation 4.3:
µz0 = α0
(
− q1
a2
∆1 − µ
z
1
a3
∆2 +
4µz0
a3
ζ(3)
)
(D.14)
µz1 = α1
(
q0
a2
∆1 − µ
z
0
a3
∆2 +
4µz1
a3
ζ(3)
)
. (D.15)
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Performing substitution and a bit of algebra, one arrives at
µz0 =
−α0q1a∆1
(
a3 − 4α1ζ(3)
)− α0α1q0a∆1∆2(
a3 − 4α0ζ(3)
)(
a3 − 4α1ζ(3)
)− α0α1∆22 (D.16)
µz1 =
α1q0a∆1
(
a3 − 4α0ζ(3)
)− α0α1q1a∆1∆2(
a3 − 4α0ζ(3)
)(
a3 − 4α1ζ(3)
)− α0α1∆22 . (D.17)
Finally, the polarization energy is given by
Upolar =
∆1
2a2
(µz0q1 − µz1q0). (D.18)
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